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The theory of vector-valuedmodular forms for
themodular group
Terry Gannon
Abstract We explain the basic ideas, describe with proofs the main results, and
demonstrate the effectiveness, of an evolving theory of vector-valued modular
forms (vvmf). To keep the exposition concrete, we restrict here to the special case
of the modular group. Among other things, we construct vvmf for arbitrary mul-
tipliers, solve the Mittag-Leffler problem here, establish Serre duality and find a
dimension formula for holomorphic vvmf, all in far greater generality than has
been done elsewhere. More important, the new ideas involved are sufficiently
simple and robust that this entire theory extends directly to any genus-0 Fuch-
sian group.
1 Introduction
Even the most classical modular forms (e.g. the Dedekind eta η(τ)) need a mul-
tiplier, but this multiplier is typically a number (i.e. a 1-dimensional projective
representation of some discrete group likeΓ =SL2(Z)). Simple examples of vector-
valued modular forms (vvmf) for SL2(Z) are the weight-
1
2
Jacobi theta functions
Θ(τ)= (θ2(τ),θ3(τ),θ4(τ))t , which obey for instance
Θ(−1/τ)=
Ç
τ
i
0 0 10 1 0
1 0 0
Θ(τ) , (1)
and P(τ)= (τ,1)t , which has weight −1 and obeys for instance
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P(−1/τ)=τ−1

0 −1
1 0

P(τ) . (2)
Back in the 1960s Selberg [31] called for the development of the theory of vvmf,
as a way to study growth of coefficients of (scalar) modular forms for noncongru-
ence groups. Since then, the relevance of vvmf has grown significantly, thanks
largely to the work of Borcherds (see e.g. [9]) and, in physics, the rise of rational
conformal field theory (RCFT).
In particular, the characters of rational and logarithmic conformal field theo-
ries, or C2-cofinite vertex operator algebras, form a weight-0 vvmf for Γ [36, 29].
Less appreciated is that the 4-point functions (conformal blocks) on the sphere
in RCFT can naturally be interpreted as vvmf for Γ (2), through the identification
of the moduli space of 4-punctured spheres with Γ (2)\H. Moreover, the 1- and
2-point functions on a torus are naturally identified with vector-valued modular
resp. Jacobi forms for Γ . Also, if the RCFT has additional structure, e.g. N =2 su-
persymmetry or a Lie algebra symmetry, then the 1-point functions on the torus
can be augmented, becoming vector-valued Jacobi (hence matrix-valued modu-
lar) forms for Γ0(2) or Γ [28, 19].
The impact in recent years of RCFT on mathematics makes it difficult to dis-
miss these as esoteric exotica. For example, 1-point torus functions for the orb-
ifold of the Moonshine module V ♮ by subgroups of the Monster contain as very
special cases the Norton series of generalized Moonshine, so a study of them
could lead to extensions of the Monstrous Moonshine conjectures. For these less
well-known applications to RCFT, the multiplier ρ will typically have infinite im-
age, and the weights can be arbitrary rational numbers. Thus the typical classical
assumptions that the weight be half-integral, and the modular form be fixed by
some finite-index subgroup of Γ , is violated by a plethora of potentially interest-
ing examples. Hence in the following wedo notmake those classical assumptions
(nor are they needed). In fact, there should be similar applications to sufficiently
nice non-rational CFT, such as Liouville theory, where the weightsw can be irra-
tional.
In spite of its relevance, the general theory of vvmf has been slow in coming.
Some effort has been made (c.f. [33, 17]) to lift to vvmf, classical results like di-
mension formulas and the ‘elementary’ growth estimates of Fourier coefficients.
Moreover, differential equations havebeen recognised as valuable tools for study-
ing vvmf, for many years (c.f. [1, 25, 26, 24] to name a few).
Now, an elementary observation is that a vvmf X(τ) for a finite-index subroup
G of Γ can be lifted to one of Γ , by inducing the multiplier. This increases the
rank of the vvmf by a factor equal to the index. This isomorphism tells us that
developing a theory of vvmf for Γ gives for free that of any finite-index subgroup.
But more important perhaps, it also shows that the theory of vvmf for Γ con-
tains as a small subclass the scalarmodular forms for noncongruence subgroups.
This means that one can only be so successful in lifting results from the classical
(=scalar) theory to vvmf. We should be looking for new ideas!
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Our approach is somewhat different, and starts from the heuristic that a vvmf
for a Fuchsian group Γ is a lift to H of a meromorphic section of a flat holomor-
phic vector bundle over the (singular) curveΓ \H compactified if necessary by ad-
joining the cusps. The cusps mean we are not in the world of algebraic stacks. In
place of the order-d ODE onH studied by other authors, we consider a first order
Fuchsian DE on the sphere. Fuchsian differential equations on compact curves,
and vvmf for Fuchsian groups, are two sides of the same coin. Another crucial in-
gredient of our theory is the behaviour at the elliptic fixed-points. This has been
largely ignored in the literature. For simplicity, this paper restricts to the most fa-
miliar (and important) case: Γ = SL2(Z), where Γ \H∗ is a sphere with 3 conical
singularities (2 at elliptic points and 1 at the cusp). The theory for other Fuchsian
groups is developed elsewhere [6, 14].
There are two aspects to the theory: holomorphic (no poles anywhere) and
weakly holomorphic (poles are allowed at the cusps, but only there). We address
both. We start with weakly holomorphic not because it is more interesting, but
because it is easier, and this makes it more fundamental. There is nothing partic-
ularly special about the cusps from this perspective — the poles could be allowed
at any finitely many Γ -orbits, and the theory would be the same.
Section 3 is the heart of this paper. There we establish existence, using Röhrl’s
solution to the Riemann–Hilbert problem. We obtain analogues of the Birkhoff–
Grothendieck and Riemann–Roch Theorems. We find a dimension formula for
holomorphic vvmf, and are able to quantify the failure of exactness of the func-
tor assigning to multipliers ρ, spaces of holomorphic vvmf. Our arguments are
simpler andmuchmore general than others in the literature. In Section 4 we give
several illustrations of the effectiveness of the theory.
2 Elementary Remarks
2.1 The geometry of themodular group
Fix ξn = exp(2πi/n ). Complex powers zw throughout the paper are defined by
zw = |z |w ew iArg(z ) for −π≤ Arg(z )< π. We write C[x ] for the space of polyno-
mials, C[[x ]] for power series
∑∞
n=0anx
n , and C[x−1,x ]] for Laurent expansions∑∞
n=−N anx
n for anyN .
This paper restricts to the modular group Γ := SL2(Z). Write Γ = PSL2(Z).
Throughout this paper we use
S=ρ

0 −1
1 −1

, T =ρ

1 1
0 1

, U =ρ

0 −1
1 −1

=ST−1 . (3)
Write H∗ for the extended half-plane H∪Q∪{∞}. Then Γ \H∗ is topologically a
sphere. As it is genus 0, it is uniformised by a Hauptmodul, which can be chosen
to be
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J (τ)=q−1+744+196884q +21493760q2+864299970q3+ · · · , (4)
where as always q = e 2πiτ. For k ≥ 2 write Ek (τ) for the Eisenstein series, nor-
malised so that Ek (τ) = 1+ .... For Γ , the ring of weakly holomorphic (i.e. poles
allowed only at the cusp) modular functions is C[ J ] and the ring of holomorphic
(i.e. holomorphic everywhere including the cusp)modular forms ism=C[E4,E6].
In the differential structure induced by that of H, Γ \H∗ will have a singularity
for every orbit of Γ -fixed-points. J (τ) smooths out these 3 singularities. The im-
portant q-expansion is the local expansion at one of those singulatities, but it is
a mistake to completely ignore the other two, at τ= i and τ= ξ6. These elliptic
point expansions have been used for at least a century, even if they are largely
ignored today. They play a crucial role in our analysis.
In particular, define τ2=ε2 (τ− i)/(τ+ i) and j2(w ;τ)= E4(i)−w/4(1−τ2/ε2)−w ,
where ε2 = π
p
E4(i) and E4(i) = 3Γ (1/4)8/(2π)6, and define τ3 = ε3 (τ−ξ6)/(τ−
ξ56) and j3(w ;τ)=E6(ξ6)
−w/6(1−τ3/ε3)−w , where ε3=π
p
3E6(ξ6)
1/3 and E6(ξ6)=
27Γ (1/3)18/(29π12). The transformations τ 7→τi for i =2,3 map H onto the discs
|τi |< εi , and send i and ξ6 respectively to 0; j2 and j3 are proportional to the
corresponding multipliers for a weight-w modular form. The elliptic fixed-point
τ= i is fixed by

0
1
−1
0

, which sends τ2 7→−τ2. The elliptic fixed-point τ= ξ6 is
fixed by

0
1
−1
−1

; it sends τ3 7→ξ3τ3. If f is a scalar modular form of weight k , and
we write ef i (τ) = ji (k ;τ) f (τi ) for i = 2,3, we get ef 2(−τ2) = ik ef (τ2) and ef 3(ξ3τ3) =
ξk6
ef 3(τ3). We generalise this in Lemma 2.1 below.
We have rescaled τ2,τ3 by ε2,ε3 to clean up the expansions, but this isn’t im-
portant in the following. For instance, we have the rational expansions
j2(4;τ)E4(τ)=1+10τ
2
2/9+5τ
4
2/27+4τ
6
2/81+19τ
8
2/5103· · · , (5)
j2(6;τ)E6(τ)=2τ2+28τ
3
2/27+56τ
5
2/135+28τ
7
2/405+ · · · , (6)
J (τ)=1728+6912τ22+11776τ
4
2+1594112τ
6
2/135+ · · · . (7)
Curiously, the expansion coefficients for J (τ) at i are all positive rationals, but
infinitely many distinct primes divide the denominators. However, these denom-
inators arise because of an n ! that appears implicitly in these coefficients (see
Proposition 17 in [11]). Factoring that off, the sequence becomes:
1728,10368,158976,3586752,107057664,4097780928,193171879296,10987178906592,
737967598470144,57713234231210688,5184724381875974016,...
Is there a Moonshine connecting these numbers with representation theory?
Themultiplier systems (seeDefinition 2.1 below) ofΓ atweightw are parametrised
by the representations of Γ . In dimension d , the space of Γ -representations, —
more precisely, the algebraic quotient of all group homomorphisms Γ→GLd (C)
by the conjugate action of GLd (C), form a variety, and the completely reducible
representations form an open subvariety. The connected components of this
open subvariety correspond to ordered 5-tuples (αi ;βj ) [35], where αi is the
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eigenvaluemultiplicity of (−1)i forS, andβj is that of ξj3 forU . Of courseα0+α1=
β0+β1+β2=d . When d >1, the (αi ;βj ) component is nonempty iff
max{βj }≤min{αi } , (8)
in which case its dimension is d 2+1−
∑
i α
2
i −
∑
j β
2
j [35]. The irreducible Γ -
representations of dimension d <6 are explicitly described in [34]. For irreducible
representations, (8) is obtained using quiver-theoretic means in [35]; later we re-
cover (8) within our theory.
2.2 Definitions
Write 1d for the d ×d identity matrix, and e j =(0,... ,1,...,0)t its j th column.
Definition 2.1(a) An admissible multiplier system (ρ,w ) consists of some w ∈C
called theweight and amapρ :Γ→GLd (C) called themultiplier, for some positive
integer d called the rank, such that:
(i) the associated automorphy factor
eρw  γ,τ=ρ γ (cτ+d )w
satisfies, for all γ1,γ2 ∈Γ ,
eρw (γ1γ2,τ)= eρw (γ1,γ2τ) eρw (γ2,τ) ; (9)
(ii) ρ(12) and e−πiwρ(−12) both equal the identity matrix.
The conditions on ρ(±12) in (ii) are necessary (and sufficient, as we’ll see) for
the existence of nontrivial vvmf at weightw . In practise modular forms are most
important for their Fourier expansions. This is often true for vvmf, and this is why
we takeρ to bematrix-valued inDefinition 2.1. Note that themultiplier ρ(γ)need
not be unitary, and the weightw need not be real.
When w ∈ Z, (ρ,w ) is admissible iff ρ is a representation of Γ satisfying
ρ(−12) = eπiw . When w 6∈ Z, ρ is only a projective representation of Γ , and is
most elegantly described in terms of the braid group B3. More precisely, B3 =
〈σ1,σ2 |σ1σ2σ1=σ2σ1σ2〉 is a central extension by Z of Γ , where the surjection
B3→ Γ sends σ1 7→

1
0
1
1

and σ2 7→

1
−1
0
1

. The kernel is 〈(σ1σ2σ1)4〉, half of the
centre of B3. Then (ρ,w ) is admissible iff there is a representation bρ of B3 (nec-
essarily unique) satisfying
bρ(σ1)=T , bρ((σ1σ2σ1)−1)=S , bρ((σ1σ2)−2)=U (10)
and also bρ((σ1σ2σ1)2) = eπiw . Alternatively, we see in Lemma 3.1 below that for
any w ∈C, there is an admissible system (υw ,w ) of rank 1; then (ρ,w ) is admis-
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sible iff υw ⊗ρ is a Γ -representation. From any of these descriptions, we see that
a multiplier ρ determines the corresponding weightw modulo 2.
Definition 2.2. Let (ρ,w ) be an admissible multiplier system of rank d . A map
X:H→Cd is called a vector-valued modular form (vvmf) provided
X
 
γτ

= eρw  γ,τX(τ) (11)
for all γ∈Γ and τ∈H, and each componentXi (τ) is meromorphic throughoutH∗.
We writeM !w (ρ) for the space of all weakly holomorphic vvmf, i.e. those holomor-
phic throughoutH.
Meromorphicity at the cusps is defined as usual, e.g. by a growth condition or
through the q-expansion given shortly.
Generic ρ will have T diagonalisable, which we can then insist is diagonal
without loss of generality. For simplicity, we assume throughout this paper that
T is diagonal. The following theory generalises to T a direct sum of Jordan blocks
(the so-called ‘logarithmic’ case) without difficulty, other than notational awk-
wardness [6, 14].
Assume then that T is diagonal. By an exponent λ for ρ, we mean any diago-
nal matrix such that e 2πiλ=T , i.e. Tj j = e
2πiλj j for. all j . An exponent is uniquely
defined modulo 1. It is typical in the literature to fix the real part of λ to be be-
tween 0 and 1. But we learn in Theorem 3.2 below that often there will be better
exponents to choose.
For any vvmf X and any exponent λ, q−λX(τ)will be invariant under τ 7→τ+1,
where we write qλ=diag(e 2πiτλ11 ,...,e 2πiτλd d ). This gives us a Fourier expansion
X(τ)=qλ
∞∑
n=−∞
X(n )q
n , (12)
where the coefficients X(n ) lie in Cd . X(τ) is meromorphic at the cusp i∞ iff only
finitely many coefficients X(n ), for n <0, are nonzero.
2.3 Local expansions
We are now ready to describe the local expansions about any of the 3 special
points i∞,i,ξ6 (indeed, the same method works for any point inH∗).
Lemma 2.1. Let (ρ,w ) be admissible and T diagonal. Then any X∈M !w (ρ) obeys
X(τ)=qλ
∞∑
n=0
X(n )q
n = j2(w ;τ)
−1
∞∑
n=0
X[n ]τ
n
2 = j3(w ;τ)
−1
∞∑
n=0
X〈n 〉τn3 , (13)
for some exponent λ. These converge for 0< |q |<1 and |τi |<εi . Also,
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eπiw/2SX[n ]=(−1)nX[n ] and e 2πiw/3UX〈n 〉=ξn3X〈n 〉 . (14)
The existence of the q-series follows from the explanation at the end of last
subsection. For τ= i (τ=ξ6 is identical), j2(w ;τ)X(τ) is holomorphic in the disc
|τ2|<ε2 and so has a Taylor expansion. The transformation (14) can be seen by
direct calculation, but will be trivial once we know Lemma 3.1 below.
We label components by X(n )i etc. A more uniform notation would have been
to define e.g.q2=τ
2
2, find amatrix P2 and an ‘exponent matrix’ λ2 whose diagonal
entries lie in 1
2
Z, such that P2SP
−1
2 = e
2πiλ2 andX= j2(w ;τ)−1P−12 q
λ2
2
∑∞
n=0
eX[n ]qn2 .
For most purposes the simpler (13) is adequate, but see (35) below.
2.4 Differential operators
Differential equations have played a large role in the theory of vvmf. The starting
point is always the modular derivative
Dw f =
1
2πi
d
dτ
− w
12
E2=q
d
dq
− w
12
E2 , (15)
where E2(τ)=1−24q −72q2−··· is the quasi-modular Eisenstein function. Note
that D12 kills the discriminant form ∆(τ) = η(τ)24. This Dw maps M !w (ρ) to
M !w+2(ρ). It is a derivation in the sense that if f ∈m is weight k and X∈M !w (ρ),
then Dk+w ( f X)=Dk ( f )X+ f Dw (X). We write D
j
w =Dw+2j−2 ◦·· ·◦Dw+2 ◦Dw .
There are several different applications of differential equations to modular
forms — some are reviewed in [11]. But outside of our work, the most influential
for the theory of vvmf (see e.g. [1, 26, 24, 21]) has been the differential equation
coming from the Wronskian (see e.g. [24] for the straightforward proof):
Lemma 2.2(a) Let (ρ,w ) be admissible. For X∈M !w (ρ), define
Wr(X) :=det

X1
d
2πidτ
X1 · · · ( d2πidτ )d−1X1
...
...
...
Xd
d
2πidτ
Xd · · · ( d2πidτ )d−1Xd
=det

X1 DwX1 · · · Dd−1w X1
...
...
...
Xd DwXd · · · Dd−1w Xd
 .
ThenWr(X)(τ)∈M !
(d+w−1)d (detρ). If the coefficients ofX are linearly independent
overC, then the function Wr(X)(τ) is nonzero.
(b) Given admissible (ρ,w ) andX∈M !w (ρ), define an operator LX on the space of
all functions y meromorphic onH∗, by
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LX=det

y Dw y · · · Ddw y
X1 DwX1 · · · DdwX1
...
...
...
Xd DwXd · · · DdwXd
=
d∑
l=0
h l (τ)D
l
w y , (16)
where hd =Wr(X) and each h l is a (meromorphic scalar) modular form of weight
(d +w +1)d −2l with multiplier detρ. Then LXXi =0 for all componentsXi ofX.
Conversely, when the components ofX are linearly independent, the solution space
to LXy =0 is SpanC{Xi }.
In our theory, the differential equation (16) plays aminor role.More important
are the differential operators which don’t change the weight:
∇1,w =
E4E6
∆
Dw , ∇2,w =
E 24
∆
D2w , ∇3,w =
E6
∆
D3w . (17)
Each ∇i ,w operates onM !w (ρ), and an easy calculation shows that any f D
j
w for
f ∈M !−2j (1) is a polynomial in these three ∇i ,w with coefficients in C[ J ]. Con-
versely, ∇3,w is not in C[ J ,∇1,w ,∇2,w ] and ∇2,w is not in C[ J ,∇1,w ]. The reason
∇2,w and ∇3,w are needed is because of the elliptic points of order 2 and 3 —
this is made explicit in the proof of Proposition 3.2. It is crucial to our theory that
M !w (ρ) is a module over C[ J ,∇1,w ,∇2,w ,∇3,w ].
We sometimes drop the subscriptw on Dw and∇i ,w for readability.
3 Ourmain results
3.1 Existence of vvmf
The main result (Theorem 3.1) of this subsection is the existence proof of vvmf
for any (ρ,w ). As a warm-up, let us show there is a (scalar) modular form of every
complex weight, and compute its multiplier.
Lemma 3.1. For any w ∈C, there is a weakly holomorphic modular form∆w (τ)=
qw (1−24wq + · · ·) of weight 12w , nonvanishing everywhere except at the cusps.
The multiplier υ12w , in terms of the braid group B3 (recall (10)), is
bυ12w (σ1)= bυ12w (σ2)= exp(2πiw ) . (18)
Proof. First note that the discriminant form ∆(τ) is holomorphic and nonzero
in the simply-connected domain H, and so has a logarithmic derivative Log∆(τ)
there. Hence∆w (τ) :=exp(wLog∆(τ)) is well-defined and holomorphic through-
outH. It is easy to verify that∆w (τ) satisfies the differential equation
1
2πi
d f
dτ
=wE2(τ) f (τ) (19)
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— indeed, this simply reduces to the statement that E2(τ) is the logarithmic
derivative of∆(τ). Therefore any solution to (19) is a scalar multiple of∆w (τ).
Now, fix γ ∈ Γ . Then f (τ) = (cτ+d )−12w∆w (γτ) exists and is holomorphic
throughout H for the same reason. Note that f (τ) also satisfies the differential
equation (19):
1
2πi
d
dτ
f (τ)=
−6cw
πi
(cτ+d )−12w (cτ+d )−1∆w (γτ)
+(cτ+d )−12w (cτ+d )−2wE2(γτ)∆w (γτ)=wE2(τ) f (τ) ,
using quasi-modularity of E2(τ), and thus f (τ)=υ∆w (τ) throughoutH, for some
constant υ=υ(γ)∈C.
The final step needed to verify that ∆w (τ) is a modular form of weight 12w is
that it behaves well at the cusps. By the previous paragraph it suffices to consider
i∞. But there ∆w (τ) has the expansion ∆w (τ) =qw (1−24wq + · · ·), up to a con-
stant factor which we can take to be 1. As all cusps lie in the Γ -orbit of i∞, we see
that∆w (τ) is indeed holomorphic at all cusps.
In general, υ12w can be interpreted as a representation bυ of B3. The expansion
tells us that∆w (τ+1)=exp(2πiw )∆w (τ), sowe have bυ12w (σ1)=exp(2πiw ). From
the familiar B3 presentation we see that any one-dimensional representation of
B3 takes the same value on both generators σi , so bυ12w is determined. ⊓⊔
For admissible (ρ,w ), Lemma 3.1 says thematrices eπiw/2S and e 2πiw/3U have
order 2 and 3 respectively. Writeαj (ρ,w ) for the multiplicity of (−1)j as an eigen-
value of eπiw/2S, and βj (ρ,w ) for the eigenvalue multiplicity of ξ
j
3 for e
2πiw/3U .
Theorem3.1. Let (ρ,w )be admissible andT diagonal. Then there is a d ×d matrix
Φ(τ) and exponent λ such that the columns of Φ lie inM !w (ρ), and
Φ(τ)=qλF(q )=qλ
∞∑
n=0
F(n )q
n , (20)
where the matrix F(q ) is holomorphic and invertible in a neighbourhood of q =0.
Proof.Consider any representation ρ′ of π1(P1\{0,1,∞})∼=F2, the free groupwith
2 generators. Rörhl’s solution [30] to the Riemann–Hilbert problem [7, 8] (see also
[16]) says that there exists a Fuchsian differential equation
d
dz
Ψ (z )=Ψ

A1
z
+
A2
z −1 +
B
z −b

(21)
on the Riemann sphere P1 whose monodromy is given by ρ′ — i.e. the mon-
odromy corresponding to a small circle about 0 and 1, respectively, equals the
value of ρ′ at the corresponding loops in the fundamental group. There will also
be a simple pole at∞, with residue A∞ :=−A0−A1−B . The B term in (21) corre-
sponds to an apparent singularity; it can be dropped if the monodromies about
0 or 1 or∞ have finite order [7, 8] (which will happen for the ρ′ of interest to us).
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About any of these 3 or 4 singular points c ∈ {0,1,∞,b}, Levelt [20] proved that a
solution Ψ (z ) to such a differential equation has the form
Ψ (z )=P−1c ezNc ez λc Fc (z ) (22)
where Nc is nilpotent, λc is diagonal, Fc (z ) is holomorphic and holomorphically
invertible about z = c , and ez is a coordinate on the universal cover of a small disc
punctured at c . By [16], we may take Nc +λc to be conjugate to Ac .
Now suppose we have a representation of the free product Γ ∼=Z2∗Z3. This is a
homomorphic image of the free group F2, so we can lift ρ′ to π1(P1\{0,1,∞}). For
us,P1 isΓ \H∗, with (smooth) global coordinate z = J (τ)/1728. Themonodromy at
z =0 and z =1 has finite order 2 and 3 respectively, so wewon’t need the apparent
singularity b . The point∞ corresponds to i∞ (or rather its Γ -orbit), whereq∞=q ,
and we haveN∞=0 and P∞=1d since T is diagonal; in this case Levelt’s equation
(22) reduces to (20). The singularities 0 and 1 correspond to the order 2 and 3
elliptic points i and ξ6; for them, N = 0, z =τi locally looks like (τ− i)2 and (τ−
ξ6)3, and the diagonal elements of λ lie in
1
2
Z and 1
3
Z. Then Levelt’s equation
(22) says Ψ ( J (τ)/1728) is meromorphic at i and ξ6 (hence their Γ -orbits). It is
automatically holomorphic at all other points.
The desired matrix is Φ(τ) = Ψ ( J (τ))∆w/12(τ) J (τ)m ( J (τ)−1)n , where m ,n ∈
Z≥0 are taken large enough to kill any poles at z =0 and 1 (i.e. at all elliptic points),
and Ψ corresponds to the Γ -representation ρ′=υ−w ⊗ρ. ⊓⊔
The proof generalises without change to nondiagonalisable T , and to any
other genus-0 Fuchsian group of the first kind [14]. Theorem 3.1 is vastly more
general than previous vvmf existence proofs. Previously (see [17, 18]), existence
of vvmf was only established for Γ with real weight w , and requiring in addition
that the eigenvalues ofT all havemodulus 1. Their proof used Poincaré series; the
difficult step there is to establish convergence, and that is what has prevented
their methods to be generalised. That analytic complexity was handled here by
Röhrl’s argument.
3.2 Mittag-Leffler
Let (ρ,w )be admissible and T diagonal. In this subsection we study the principal
part map and calculate its index. This is fundamental to our theory. As always in
this paper, the generalisation to nondiagonalisable T and to other genus-0 Fuch-
sian groups is straightforward [6].
Given any exponent λ and any X(τ)∈M !w (ρ), we have the q-expansion (12).
Define the principal part mapPλ :M !w (ρ)→Cd [q−1] by
Pλ(X)=
∑
n≤0
X(n )q
n . (23)
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When we want to emphasise the domain, we’ll write thisPλ;(ρ,w ).
Theorem3.2. [6] Assume (ρ,w ) is admissible, and T is diagonal. Recall the eigen-
value multiplicities αj =αj (ρ,w ) and βj =βj (ρ,w ) from Section 3.1.
(a) For any exponent λ,Pλ :M !w (ρ)→Cd [q−1] has finite-dimensional kernel and
cokernel, and the index is
dim kerPλ−dim cokerPλ=−Trλ+c (ρ,w ) , (24)
for
c (ρ,w )=
(w −7)d
12
+
eπiw/2
4
TrS+
2
3
p
3
Re

e
−πi
6 −
2πiw
3 TrU

=
wd
12
− α1
2
− β1+2β2
3
. (25)
(b) There exist exponents λ for which Pλ :M !w (ρ)→Cd [q−1] is a vector space iso-
morphism.
By a bijective exponent we mean any exponent λ for which Pλ :M !w (ρ)→
Cd [q−1] is an isomorphism. Of course by (24) its trace
∑
j λj j must equal c (ρ,w ),
but the converse is not true as we will see.
For example, for the trivial 1-dimensional representation, T = 1 so an expo-
nent is just an integer. Here,M !0(1) =C[ J ] and c (1,0)= 0. The map P1 is injective
but not surjective (nothing has principal part 1), while P−1 is surjective but not
injective (it kills all constants). For another example, taking ρ =υ−2 (the multi-
plier of η−4), we have c (υ−2 ,0)=−7/6.
It is standard in the literature to restrict from the start to exponents satisfying
0≤λj j <1. However, suchλ are seldombijective. It is rarely wise to casually throw
away a freedom.
Theorem 3.2(b) first appeared in [5], though for restricted (ρ,w ), and with the
erroneous claim that λ is bijective iff Trλ=c (ρ,w ). The deeper part of Theorem 3.2
is the index formula, which is new. We interpret it later as Riemann–Roch, and
obtain from it dimensions of spaces of holomorphic vvmf.
The right-side of (25) is always integral. To see that, takew =0 and note
exp(2πiTrλ)=detT =detS detU−1=(−1)α1ξ−β1+β23 . (26)
Fix an admissible (ρ,w )with diagonal T , and a bijective exponent Λ. As a vec-
tor space over C,M !w (ρ) has a basis
X(j ;n )(τ)=P −1Λ (q−n e j )=qΛ
 
q−n e j +
∞∑
m=1
X
(j ;n )
(m )
qm
!
, (27)
where e j = (0,... ,1,...,0)t and n ∈Z≥0. We describe next subsection an effective
way to find all these X(j ;n )(τ), given the d 2 coefficients
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χi j :=X
(j ;0)
(1)i ∈C. (28)
We learn there thatM !w (ρ) is under total control once a bijective exponent Λ and
its corresponding matrix χ =χ (Λ) are found.
Recall that for fixed ρ, the weight w is only determined mod 2, i.e. (ρ,w ) is
admissible iff (ρ,w +2k ) is, for any k ∈Z. We find from the definition of the αi
and βj that
αj (ρ,w+2k )=αj+k (ρ,w ), βj (ρ,w +2k )=βj+k (ρ,w ) . (29)
Plugging this into (25), we obtain the trace of a bijective exponent for (ρ,w +2k ):
c (ρ,w+2k+12l )= c (ρ,w )+l d +

0 if k =0
α1−β0 if k =1
β2 if k =2
α1 if k =3
β1+β2 if k =4
α1+β2 if k =5
. (30)
Sketch of proof of Theorem 3.2. (see [6] for the complete proof and its general-
isation). First of all, it is easy to show that if the real part of an exponent λ is
sufficiently large, then Pλ is necessarily injective. This implies that the kernel of
anyPλ′ is finite-dimensional, in fact dim kerPλ′ ≤
∑
j max{λj j −λ′j j ,0} for any λ
withPλ injective.
Let M be the C[ J ]-span of the columns of the matrix Φ of Theorem 3.1. Let
λM be the corresponding exponent appearing in (20). Then invertibility of F(q )
implies invertibility of F(0), which in turn impliesPλM :M→Cd [q−1] is surjective,
and hence so isPλM :M !w (ρ)→Cd [q−1]. This implies any cokernel is also finite-
dimensional.
A bijective exponent can be obtained by starting from λM , and recursively in-
creasing one of its entries by +1 so that something in the kernel of the previous
P is no longer in the kernel of the new P . This implies the range is unchanged.
This process must terminate, by finiteness of the kernel.
The index formula (24), for some value of c (ρ,w ), is now computed by showing
that, whenever λ′ ≥λ, the index of Pλ minus that of Pλ′ equals Tr(λ′−λ). The
constant c (ρ,w ) is computed next subsection. ⊓⊔
Corollary 3.1. Suppose (ρ,w ) is admissible, T is diagonal, and ρ is completely re-
ducible with no 1-dimensional subrepresentation. Then setting ε=0,1 for d even,
odd respectively, we obtain the bounds
wd
12
−d + ε
4
≤ c (ρ,w )≤
wd
12
− 5d
12
− ε
4
. (31)
Proof. Assume without loss of generality that weightw =0. Then (25) tells us that
c (ρ,w )=−α1/2−(β1+2β2)/3, where αi =αi (ρ,w ),βj =βj (ρ,w ).
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First, let’s try tomaximise c (ρ,w ), subject to the inequalities (8). Clearly, c (ρ,w ) is
largest when α0≥α1≥β0≥β1≥β2. In fact, we should take β0 as large as possible,
i.e. α1 =β0. Then our formula for c (ρ,w ) simplifies to −d2 +
β1−β2
6
. It is now clear
this is maximised by β2=ε and β0=β1=
d−ε
2
, which recovers the upper bound in
(31). Similarly, the lower bound in (31) is realised by α0=β2=β1=(d −ε)/2. ⊓⊔
The question of which exponents λwith the correct trace are bijective, can be
subtle, though we see next that for generic ρ the trace condition Trλ= c (ρ,w ) is
also sufficient. With this in mind, define the∞×∞ complex matrixX =(X (j ;n )
(m )i
)
built from the m th coefficient of the i th component of the basis (27). For any
ℓ∈Zd define a
∑
i max{ℓi ,0}

×
∑
j max{−ℓj ,0}

submatrix X (ℓ) of X by re-
stricting to the rows (i ;m )with 0<m ≤ ℓi and columns (j ;n )with 0≤n <−ℓj .
Proposition 3.1. Let (ρ,w ) be admissible, T diagonal, and Λ bijective. Then an
exponent λ is also bijective iff the matrixX (λ−Λ) is invertible.
The effectiveness of this test will be clear next subsection, where we explain
how to compute theX(j ;n ) and hence the submatricesX (ℓ). Of course, invertibil-
ity forcesX (λ−Λ) to be square, i.e.
∑
i ℓi =0, i.e. that Trλ=TrΛ.
To prove Proposition 3.1, observe that the spaces kerPλ and nullX (ℓ) are iso-
morphic, with v ∈ nullX (ℓ) identified with
∑
j
∑−ℓj −1
n=0 v(j ;n )X
(j ;n ) (the nullspace
nullM of a m ×n matrix M is all v ∈Cn such that Mv = 0). Similarly, the spaces
cokerPλ and nullX (ℓ)t are isomorphic.
For example, given a bijective exponent Λ, Proposition 3.1 says that χi j 6=0 iff
Λ+e i −e j is bijective, where χ is defined in (28).
3.3 Birkhoff–Grothendieck and Fuchsian differential equations
As mentioned in the introduction, one of our (vague) heuristics is to think of
vvmf asmeromorphic sections of holomorphic bundles overP1. But the Birkhoff–
Grothendieck Theorem says that such a bundle is a direct sum of line bundles. If
taken literally, it would say that, up to a change P of basis, each component Xi (τ)
of any X∈M !w (ρ) would be a scalar modular form of weight w (and some mul-
tiplier) for Γ . This is absurd, as it only happens when ρ is equivalent to a sum
of 1-dimensional projective representations. The reason Birkhoff–Grothendieck
cannot be applied here is that we do not have a bundle (in the usual sense) over
P1 — indeed, our space Γ \H∗ has three singularities.
Nevertheless, Theorem 3.3(a) below says Birkhoff–Grothendieck still holds in
spirit.
Theorem3.3. Let (ρ,w ) be admissible, T diagonal, and Λ bijective.
(a)M !w (ρ) is a free C[ J ]-module of rank d = rank(ρ). Free generators are X(j ;0)(τ)
(see (27)).
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(b) Let Ξ(τ) =qΛ(1d +χq+
∑∞
n=2Ξ(n )q
n ) be the d ×d matrix whose columns are
the X(j ;0)(τ). Then
E4(τ)E6(τ)
∆(τ)
DwΞ(τ)=Ξ(τ){( J (τ)−984)Λw +χw +[Λw ,χw ]} , (32)
where Λw :=Λ− w121d , χw :=χ+2w1d , and [·, ·] denotes the usual bracket.
(c) Assume weight w =0. The multi-valued function eΞ(z ) :=Ξ(τ(z )), where z (τ)=
J (τ)/1728, obeys the Fuchsian differential equation
d
dz
eΞ(z )= eΞ(z ) A2
z−1 +
A3
z

, (33)
A2=
31
72
Λ+ 1
1728
(χ+[Λ,χ ]) , A3= 4172Λ−
1
1728
(χ+[Λ,χ ]) (34)
(recall (21)). Moreover,A2,A3 are diagonalisable, with eigenvalues in {0, 12 } and
{0, 1
3
, 2
3
}, respectively.
Sketch of proof (see [6] for the complete proof and generalisation). The ba-
sis vvmf X(j ;n )(τ) exist by surjectivity of PΛ. To show M !w (ρ) is generated over
C[ J ] by the X(i ;0), follows from an elementary induction on n : if the X(i ;m )(τ)
all lie in
∑
l C[ J ]X
(l ;0)(τ) for all i and all m <n , then X(j ;n )(τ)∈ J (τ)X(j ;n−1)(τ)+∑
l C[ J ]X
(l ;0)(τ)⊆
∑
l C[ J ]X
(l ;0)(τ), using the fact that PΛ is injective. That these
generators are free, follows by noting the determinant of Ξ(τ) has a nontrivial
leading term (namely qλ) and so is nonzero.
The columns of ∇1,wΞ(τ) also lie inM !w (ρ), and so ∇1,wΞ(τ) =Ξ(τ)D( J ) for
some d ×d matrix-valued polynomial D( J ), which can be determined by Theo-
rem 3.2 by comparing principal parts. (33) follows directly from (32), by changing
variables. Because e 2πiA2 and e 2πiA3 must be conjugate to S andU , respectively,
thenA2 andA3 are diagonalisable with eigenvalues in 12Z and
1
3
Z. But (22) im-
plies that none of these eigenvalues can be negative (otherwise holomorphicity
at τ= i or τ=ξ6 would be lost). None of these eigenvalues can be ≥ 1, as other-
wise the corresponding column of Ξ(τ) could be divided by J (τ)−1728 or J (τ),
retaining holomorphicity in H but spanning over C[ J ] a strictly larger space of
weakly holomorphic vvmf. Since by (34)A2+A3=Λ, the trace of Λ is the sum of
the eigenvalues ofA2 andA3, and we thus obtain (25). ⊓⊔
Theorem 3.3 first appeared in [5], though for restricted (ρ,w ). It is generalised
to arbitrary T and arbitrary genus-0 groups in [6].
Theorem 3.3(c) and (22) say that
Ξ(τ)= j2(w ;τ)
−1P−12 q
λ2
2
∞∑
n=0
Ξ[n ]q
n
2 = j3(w ;τ)
−1P−13 q
λ3
3
∞∑
n=0
Ξ〈n 〉qn3 (35)
where Ξ[0] and Ξ〈0〉 are invertible, λ2,λ3 are diagonal, λ2 has αi diagonal values
equal to i /2 for i = 0,1, λ3 has βj diagonal entries equal to j /3 for j = 0,1,2,
P2SP
−1
2 = e
2πiλ2 , and P3UP
−1
3 = e
2πiλ3 . The key properties here are the bounds
0≤ (λ2)i i <1 and 0≤ (λ3)j j <1, and the invertibility of Ξ[0] and Ξ〈0〉.
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Given Λ and χ , it is easy to solve (32) recursively:
[Λw ,Ξ(n )]+nΞ(n )=
n−1∑
l=0
Ξ(l )

fn−lΛw +
w
12
tn−l +gn−l (χw +[Λw ,χw ])

(36)
forn≥2, wherewewrite E2(τ)=
∑∞
n=0 tnq
n =1−24q−··· , ( J (τ)−984)∆(τ)/E10(τ)=∑∞
n=0 fnq
n =1+0q+ · · · and∆(τ)/E10(τ)=
∑∞
n=0 gnq
n =q+ · · ·. We require Ξ(0)=
1d . Note that the i j -entry on the left-side of (36) is

Λi i −Λj j +n

Ξ(n )i j , so (36)
allows us to recursively identify all entries of Ξ(n ), at least when all |Λj j −Λi i | 6=n .
Indeed, Λj j −Λi i can never lie in Z≥2, thanks to this recursion, since then the
value ofΞ(n )i j would be unconstrained, contradicting uniqueness of the solution
to (32) with Ξ(0)=1d .
Theorem 3.3 tells us thatX(τ)∈M !w (ρ) iffX(τ)=Ξ(τ)P( J ), where P( J )∈Cd [ J ].
The basis X(j ;n )(τ) of (27) can be easily found recursively from this [5]. They can
also be found as follows. Define the generating function
Xi j (τ,σ) :=q−Λi i−1
∞∑
n=0

X(j ;n ) (τ)

i
z n =
δi j
q−z +
∞∑
m=1
∞∑
n=0
X (j ;n )
(m )i
qm−1z n , (37)
where we write z = e 2πiσ. Then, writing J ′=D0 J =−E 24E6/∆, we have [5]
X (τ,σ)= J
′ (σ)q−Λ−1d
J (τ)− J (σ) Ξ(τ)Ξ(σ)
−1zΛ . (38)
We call Ξ(τ) in Theorem 3.3(b) the fundamental matrix associated to Λ. A d ×
d matrixΞ(τ) is a fundamental matrix for (ρ,w ) iff all columns lie inM !w (ρ), and
Ξ(τ)=qΛ(1d +
∑∞
n=1Ξ(n )q
n )where TrΛ= c (ρ,w ). The reason is thatPΛ :M !w (ρ)→
Cd [q−1] is then surjective, so by the index formula it must also be injective.
The determinant of any fundamental matrix is now easy to compute [5]:
detΞ(τ)= E4(τ)
β1+2β2E6(τ)
α1∆(τ)(dw−4β1−8β2−6α1)/12 , (39)
where αi =αi (ρ,w ),βj =βj (ρ,w ) are the eigenvalue multiplicities of Section 3.1.
Indeed, the determinant is a scalarmodular form (withmultiplier); use E4(τ) and
E6(τ) to factor off the zeros at the elliptic points (whichwe can read off from (35)),
and note that the resulting modular form has no zeros inH and hence must be a
power of∆(τ), where the power is determined by the weight.
A very practical way to obtain bijective Λ and χ , and hence a fundamental
matrix Ξ(τ), is through cyclicity:
Proposition 3.2. Suppose (ρ,w ) is admissible, and T is diagonal. Suppose X(τ)∈
M !w (ρ), and the components ofX(τ) are linearly independent overC. ThenM !w (ρ)=
C[ J ,∇1,w ,∇2,w ,∇3,w ]X(τ).
Proof. LetMX :=C[ J ,∇1,w ]X(τ). SinceMX is a module of a PID C[ J ], it is a sum
of cyclic submodules C[ J ]Y(i )(τ). Each C[ J ]Y(i )(τ) is torsion-free (by looking at
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leading powers of q ). SoMX must be free of some rank d ′. Because it is a sub-
module of the rank d moduleM !w (ρ) (and again using the fact thatC[ J ] is a PID),
d ′ ≤ d . That d ′ = d follows by computing the determinant of the d ×d matrix
with columns∇i−11,wX(τ): that determinant equals (2πi)1−d (E4E6/∆)(d−1)d /2 times
the Wronskian of X(τ), which is nonzero by Lemma 2.2(a).
LetΞX(τ)be thematrix formedby those d generators ofMX. Because∇1,wMX⊆
MX, the argument of Theorem 3.3 applies and ΞX(τ) satisfies analogues of (32)
and hence (33). This meansMX will have its own analogues ΛX,AX2,AX3 (their
exponentials e 2πiΛX etc will be conjugate to e 2πiΛ etc). The trace of ΛX will equal
the trace ofAX2+AX3, for the same reason it did in Theorem 3.3. Now,PΛX is an
isomorphism when restricted toMX, so when extended toM !w (ρ)will also have
trivial cokernel. Thus the dimension ofM !w (ρ)/MX will equal the dimension of
kerPΛX which, by the index formula (24), equals
TrΛX−TrΛ=(TrAX2−TrA2)+(TrAX3−A3) .
This means that ifMX 6=M !w (ρ), then at least one eigenvalue ofAX2 orAX3 is
≥1. Suppose one ofAX2 is. Then by (35) every component of some row of ΞX(τ)
has order ≥ 2 at τ= i. This means every vvmf inMX has some component with
a zero at τ= i of order ≥ 2. Hit each column of ΞX(τ) with ∇2,w =∆−1E 24D2w : it
will reduce the order of that zero everywhere by 2 (because at τ= i∇2,w looks like
a d
2
dτ22
+b d
dτ2
+c for a 6= 0). This means the module generated over C[ J ,∇1,w ] by
the columns of ΞX(τ) and ∇2,wΞX(τ) is strictly greater than MX, as some vvmf
in it has a smaller order at that component than all vvmf inMX. So repeat this
argumentwithMX replaced with this extension. If insteadAX3 has an eigenvalue
≥1, then some component of every vvmf inMX has a zero at τ=ξ6 of order ≥3,
so use ∇3,w , which reduces the order of that zero by 3. Eventually all eigenvalues
will be<1, in which case the dimension ofM !w (ρ)/M will be 0. ⊓⊔
To indicate the nontriviality of our theory, we get a 1-line proof of the solution
(8) to the Deligne-Simpson problem for Γ , at least for most ρ (the general case
requires slightly more work). Let ρ be any Γ -representation with T diagonal, and
let Λ be bijective for (ρ,0) and Ξ(τ) a corresponding fundamental matrix. Then
as long as all Λi i 6= 0, the columns of the derivative D0Ξ will span a free rank-d
submodule ofM !2(ρ) over C[ J ], on whichPΛ is surjective. Thus c (ρ,0)≤ c (ρ,2) and
so by (30) we obtain α1 ≥β0. (It is clear that things are more subtle when some
Λi i = 0, as this inequality fails for ρ= 1!) The other inequalities αi ≥βj follow by
comparing c (ρ,2k ) and c (ρ,2k+2) in the identical way.
Asmentioned earlier,S andU are conjugate to e 2πiA2 and e 2πiA3 , respectively,
but identifying precisely which conjugate is a transcendental and subtle ques-
tion. For example, we see in Section 4.2 below that when d = 2, they are related
by Gamma function values.
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3.4 Holomorphic vvmf
Until this point in the paper, our focus has been on weakly holomorphic vvmf
of fixed weight, i.e. vvmf holomorphic everywhere except at the Γ -orbit of i∞.
The reason is that structurally it is the simplest and most fundamental. For ex-
ample, it is acted on by the ring of (scalar) modular functions holomorphic away
from Γ i∞, which for any genus-0 Fuchsian group is a PID. By contrast, the holo-
morphic vvmf (say of arbitrary even integral weight) is a module over the ring of
holomorphic modular forms, which in genus-0 is usually not even polynomial.
However, there is probably more interest in holomorphic vvmf, so it is to these
we now turn. The twomain questions we address are the algebraic structure (see
Theorem 3.4 below), and dimensions (see Theorem 3.5 next subsection).
Definition 3.1. Let (ρ,w ) be admissible, T diagonal, and λ any exponent. Define
M λw (ρ) :=kerPλ−1d =
(
X(τ)∈M !w (ρ) | X(τ)=qλ
∞∑
n=0
X(n )q
n
)
(40)
andM λ(ρ)=
∐
k∈ZM λw+2k (ρ). We call any X(τ)∈M λ(ρ), λ-holomorphic.
For example, for the trivial representation,M 0(1) are the modular forms m=
C[E4,E6], whileM 1(1) are the cusp forms m∆(τ). More generally, define λhol to
be the unique exponent with 0≤Reλi i <1 for all i . ThenM λhol (ρ) coincides with
the usual definition of holomorphic vvmf. Choosing 0<Reλi i ≤1 would give the
vector-valued cusp forms.
Theorem 3.2 computes dimM λ
w+2k (ρ) for all sufficiently large |k |:
Lemma 3.2. Let (ρ,w ) be admissible and T diagonal. Let λ be any exponent, and
Λ any bijective exponent.
(a) For any k ∈Z,M λ
w+2k (ρ) is finite-dimensional, and obeys the bound
dimM λw+2k (ρ)≥max

0,
w +2k +2
12
d +
αk
2
+
βk −βk+2
3
−Trλ

. (41)
(b) Choose any m ,n ∈Z satisfying Re(Λ+m1d )≥ Reλ≥ Re(Λ−n1d ) entrywise.
ThenM λ
w−2k (ρ)=0when k =6n+6 or k ≥6n+8, and equality holds in (41)when-
ever k =6m −6 or k ≥6m −4.
(c) Let w0 be the weight with smallest real part for whichM λw0 (ρ) 6=0 andwrite ε=
0,1 for d even, odd respectively. Suppose ρ is irreducible and not 1-dimensional.
Then w0 satisfies the bounds
12
d
Trλ+1−d ≤w0≤
12
d
Trλ− 3ε
d
. (42)
Proof. Theorem 3.2(a) gives finite-dimensionality. The bound (41) follows from
dimkerPλ−1d ≥ indexPλ−1d , the index formula in Theorem 3.2(a), and (29). Note
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that ∆(τ)kM !w (ρ) =M !w+2k (ρ) for any k ∈ Z so Λ+k1d is bijective for (ρ,w +
12k ). Hence Pλ−1d is injective on M !w−12(n+1)(ρ) because PΛ−(n+1)1d is, while
Pλ−1d is surjective onM !w+12(m−1)(ρ) because PΛ+(m−1)1d is. This proves (b) for
those weights. Now, for any k ≥2 there is a scalarmodular form f (τ)∈mofweight
2k with nonzero constant term, so f (τ)−1∈C[[q ]] and the surjectivity ofPλ−1d on
M !
w+12(m−1)(ρ) implies the surjectivity on M !w+12(m−1)+2k (ρ). More directly, in-
jectivity ofPλ−1d onM !w−12(n+1)(ρ) implies the injectivity onM !w−12(n+1)+2k (ρ).
Now turn to (c). We know that dimM λw (ρ)>0 for anyw for which TrΛ>Trλ−
d , since dimkerPλ−1d ≥ IndexPλ−1d >0. Using (31), we obtain the upper bound
of (42).
Choose any nonzero X∈M λw (ρ). Then its components must be linearly in-
dependent over C, because they span a subrepresentation of the irreducible ρ.
Therefore, Lemma 2.2(a) says Wr(X)(τ)∈M !
d (w+d−1)(detρ) is nonzero, with lead-
ing power of q in Trλ+Z≥0. Hence Wr(X)τ/∆Trλ(τ) lies inM 0d (w+d−1)−12Trλ(υu )
for some u ∈ 2Z, from which follows the lower bound of (42). ⊓⊔
The lower bound in (42) is due to Mason [24] (he proved it for λ=λhol but the
generalisation given here is trivial). The d 6= 1 assumption in (c) is only needed
for the upper bound.
Theorem 3.3(a) tells us the spaceM !w (ρ) of weakly holomorphic vvmf is a free
module of rank d over C[ J ]. The analogous statement for holomorphic vvmf,
namely thatM λhol (ρ) is free of rank d over m, is implicit in [13] (see the Remark
there on page 98). It was also proved independently in [22], and independently
but simultaneously we obtained the following generalisation. The proof of free-
ness given here is far simpler than in [22], ismore general (as it applies to arbitrary
λ), gives more information (see (b) below), and generalises directly to arbitrary T
and arbitrary genus-0 groups [14].
Theorem 3.4. Let (ρ,w ) be admissible and T diagonal. Choose any exponent λ.
Let αj =αj (ρ,w ) and βj =βj (ρ,w ).
(a)M λ(ρ) is a free module overm=C[E4,E6], of rank d .
(b) Let w0=w (1)≤w (2)≤ ···≤w (d ) be the weights of the free generators. Then pre-
cisely αi of the w (j ) are congruent mod 4 to w +2i , and precisely βi of them are
congruent mod 6 to w −2i . Moreover,
∑
j w
(j ) = 12Trλ. Let Ξλ(τ) be the matrix
obtained by putting these d generators into d columns. Then (up to an irrelevant
nonzero constant)
detΞλ(τ)=∆Trλ(τ) .
Proof. Letw0∈w +2Z be the weight of minimal real part withM λw0 (ρ) 6=0— this
exists by Lemma 3.2(b). WriteM =M λ(ρ),wk =w0+2k andMl =M λwl (ρ). For
X(τ)∈Mw (ρ), recall from (13) that the constant termX[0] at τ= i isX(i)/E4(i)w/4.
FixS0=eπiw0/2S; then eπiwk /2S=(−1)kS0 and so for anyX∈Mk , its constant term
satisfies S0X[0]=(−1)kX[0] thanks to (14).
Find X(i )(τ)∈Ml i with the property that, for any k ≥ 0, the space of constant
terms X[0], as X(τ) runs over all ∪kl=0Ml , has a basis given by the constant terms
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X
(i )
[0] for those X
(i )(τ) in ∪k
l=0Ml (i.e. for those i with l i ≤ k ). This is done recur-
sively with k . We will show that these X(i )(τ) freely generateM .
The key observation is the following. Consider any X(τ)∈Mk . Then by defini-
tion of the X(i )(τ), X[0] =
∑
i c iX
(i )
[0] where c i = 0 unless l i ≤ k and l i ≡ k (mod 2).
Now observe that the constant termX′
[0] ofX
′(τ)=X(τ)−
∑
i c i E4(τ)
(k−l i )/2X(i )(τ)
is 0, soX′(τ)/E6(τ)∈Mk−3.
One consequence of this observation is that, by an easy induction on k , any
X(τ)∈M must lie in
∑
i mX
(i )(τ). Another consequence is that there are exactly
d of these X(i )(τ), in particular their constant terms form a basis for Cd . To see
this, take any fundamental matrix Ξ(τ) at weight w0. Then for sufficiently large
l , each column of∆(τ)lΞ(τ) is inM12l . The constant terms of ∆(τ)lΞ(τ) (which
have S0-eigenvalues +1) and of ∆(τ)lDw0Ξ(τ) (which have S0-eigenvalues −1)
must have rank α0(ρ,w0) and α1(ρ,w0), respectively, as otherwise the columns
of ∆(τ)lΞ(τ) would be linearly dependent over m, contradicting their linear in-
dependence overC[ J ]. Thismeans of course that exactlyα0(ρ,w0)of theseX(i )(τ)
have l i even, and exactly α1(ρ,w0) have l i odd.
Thus these d X(i )(τ) generate overmall ofM . To see they are linearly indepen-
dent over m, suppose we have a relation
∑
i p i (τ)X
(i )(τ) = 0, for modular forms
p i (τ)∈mwhich do not share a (nontrivial) common divisor. The constant term at
i of that relation reads
∑
i p i (i)X
(i )
[0]=0 and hence each p i (i)=0, since the X
(i )
[0] are
linearly independent by construction. This forces all p i (τ) to be 0, since other-
wise we could divide them all by E6, which would contradict the hypothesis that
they share no common divisor.
The identical argument applies to the constant terms X〈0〉 =X(ξ6)/E6(ξ6)w/6
at τ=ξ6; this implies that exactly βi (ρ,w0) generatorsX(j )(τ) have l j ≡ i (mod 3).
Form the d ×d matrix Ξλ(τ) from these d generators X(i )(τ) and call the de-
terminant δ(τ). The linear independence of the constant terms of the genera-
tors at the elliptic fixed points, says that δ(τ) cannot vanish at any elliptic fixed
point. δ(τ) also can’t have a zero anywhere else in H. To see this, first note that a
zero at τ∗ ∈H implies there is nonzero row vector v ∈Cd such that vΞλ(τ) = 0
and hence vX(τ∗) = 0 for any X(τ) ∈M λ(ρ). But (39) says the determinant of
any fundamental matrix Ξ(τ) for (ρ,w0) can only vanish at elliptic fixed points
and cusps, and so vΞ(τ∗) 6= 0 for any fundamental matrix, and hence vY(τ∗) 6= 0
for some Y(τ) ∈M !w0 (ρ). To get a contradiction, choose N big enough so that
∆(τ)NY(τ)∈M . Thismeansδ(τ) is a scalarmodular form (withmultiplier) which
doesn’t vanish anywhere in H. Hence δ(τ)must be a power of ∆(τ), and consid-
ering weights we see this must beδ(τ)=∆
∑
i wl i /12(τ). We compute that sum over
i , shortly.
Find the smallest ℓ such that c (ρ,w0+2ℓ) > Trλ (recall (30)) and put w
′
0 :=wℓ.
Define n ′
k
=0 for k <0, and
n ′k =
w ′0+2k +2
12
d +
αk
2
+
βk −β2+k
3
−Trλ (43)
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for k ≥ 0. Using (29), the numbers n ′
k
are the values max{c (ρ,w ′0+2k ),0}. From
Lemma 3.2 we obtain the equality nk =n
′
k−ℓ for |k | sufficiently large. The tight
Hilbert–Poincaré series Hλt t (M ;x ) :=
∑
k n
′
k
xwk+ℓ equals
Hλt t (M ;x )=xw
′
0
n ′0+n
′
1x
2+(n ′2−n ′0)x 4+(n ′3−n ′1−n ′0)x 6+(n ′4−n ′2−n ′1)x 8
(1−x 4)(1−x 6) ,
(44)
by a simple calculation (the significance ofHλt t (x ) is explained in Proposition 3.3
below). From the numerator we read off the weights of the hypothetical ‘tight’
generators: write w ′(i )=w ′0 for 1≤ i ≤n ′0, ..., w ′(i ) =w ′0+8 for d −n ′4+n ′2+n ′1<
i ≤ d . We know that the actual Hilbert–Poincaré series, Hλ(M ;x ) =
∑
k nkx
wk ,
minus the tight one, equals a finite sum of terms, since nk =n
′
k−ℓ for |k | large.
Therefore (1−x 4)(1−x 6)(Hλ(x )−Hλt t (x )) =
∑
xw
(i )−
∑
xw
′ (i )
is simply a polyno-
mial identity. Differentiating with respect to x and setting x = 1 gives
∑
w (i ) =∑
w ′(i ), and the latter is readily computed to be 12Trλ. ⊓⊔
This freeness doesn’t seem directly related to that of Theorem 3.3(a). The rea-
son it is natural to look at local expansions about τ= i and τ= ζ6 in the proof
of part (a) is because if X(τ) is holomorphic and X(i)=0, then X(τ)/E6(τ) is also
holomorphic (similarly for X(ζ6)=0 and X(τ)/E4(τ)).
Call an admissible (ρ,w ) tight if it has the property that for all k ∈Z, an expo-
nent λ is bijective for w +2k iff Trλ= c (ρ,w+2k ). In this case we also say ρ is tight.
Generic ρ are tight. We learn in Theorem 4.1 that all irreducible ρ in dimension
d <6 are tight. For tight ρ, most quantities can be easily determined:
Proposition 3.3. Suppose (ρ,w ) is admissible and tight, and T is diagonal.
(a) Then υu ⊗ρ is also tight for any u ∈C, as is the contragredientρ∗=(ρt )−1.
(b) For any exponent λ (not necessarily bijective), either kerPλ=0 (if Trλ≥ c (ρ,w ))
or cokerPλ=0 (if Trλ≤ c (ρ,w )). Moreover,
dimM λw (ρ)=max{0,c (ρ,w )+d −Trλ} , (45)
and the Hilbert–Poincaré series Hλ(x ) ofM λ(ρ) equals the tight Hilbert–Poincaré
series Hλt t (x ) of (44).
The proof of (a) uses the equalityM !w+u (υu ⊗ρ)=∆u /12(τ)M !w (ρ), as well as
the duality in Proposition 3.4 below. To prove (b), let Λ be the unique bijective
exponent matrix for (ρ,w ) satisfying Λi i =λi i −1 for all i 6= 1. Write n =Λ11+1−
λ11= c (ρ,w )+d −Trλ∈Z. If n ≥0Pλ inherits the surjectivity ofPΛ, while if n ≤0
it inherits the injectivity. The index formula (24) gives the dimension, which by
(29) equals n ′
k−ℓ. This is whyH
λ
t t arises.
As long as (ρ,w ) is tight, this argument tells us how to find a basis forM λw (ρ).
Let Λ and n be as above. For n >0 a basis forM λw (ρ) consists of the basis vectors
X(1;i ) (see Section 3.2) for 0≤ i <n . Incidentally, the name ‘tight’ refers to the fact
that the numerator ofHλt t is maximally bundled together.
There are other constraints on the possible weights w (i ) of Theorem 3.4(b). A
useful observation in practice is that ifρ is irreducible, then the set {w (1),...,w (d )}
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can’t have gaps, i.e. for n =(w (d )−w (1))/2,
{w (1),...,w (d )}= {w (1),w (1)+2,w (1)+4,... ,w (1)+2n} . (46)
The reason is that when w (1)+2k doesn’t equal any w (i ), then when w (j ) <
w (1)+2k , Dk−(w (j )−w (1) )/2X(j )(τ)=
∑
w (l )<w (1)+2k f j l (τ)X
(l )(τ) for f j l (τ)∈m, where
the sum is over all l with w (l ) <w (1)+2k . If in addition w (1)+2k <w (d ) (i.e.
w (1)+2k is a gap), then the Wronskian Wr(X(1)) would have to vanish, contra-
dicting irreducibility.
Several papers (e.g. [24, 21]) consider a ‘cyclic’ class of vvmf where the compo-
nents of X(τ) span the solution space to a monic modular differential equation
Dd
k
+
∑d−1
l=0 f l (τ)D
l
k
=0, where each f l (τ)∈m is of weight 2d −2l . In this accessi-
ble case the free generators X(i )(τ) can be taken to beX(τ),DkX(τ),...,D
d−1
k
X(τ),
i.e. the weights areα(i )=α(1)+(i−1)2. This means the correspondingρ cannot be
tight, when d ≥6. Indeed, the multipliers of such vvmf are exceptional, requiring
the multiplicities of ρ to satisfy |αi −αj | ≤1 and |βi −βj | ≤1. Recall that the con-
nected components of the moduli space of Γ -representations are parametrised
by these multiplicities; these particular components are of maximal dimension.
For example, when d =6, such a representation ρ can lie in only 1 of the 12 possi-
ble connected components, and these ρ define a 6-dimensional subspace inside
that 7-dimensional component.
3.5 Serre duality and the dimension formula
A crucial symmetry of the theory is called the adjoint in the language of Fuchsian
equations, and shortly we reinterpret this as Serre duality.
Proposition 3.4. Let (ρ,w ) be admissible, T diagonal, and Λ bijective, and let
Ξ(τ) be the associated fundamental matrix ofM !w (ρ). Let ρ∗ denote the contra-
gredient (ρ−1)t of ρ. Then M !w (ρ) and M !2−w (ρ∗) are naturally isomorphic as
C[ J ,∇1,∇2,∇3]-modules. Moreover,
Ξ∗(τ)=E4(τ)2E6(τ)∆(τ)−1

Ξ(τ)t
−1
, (47)
X ∗(σ,τ)= −X (τ,σ)t , (48)
where Ξ∗ is the fundamental matrix of M !2−w (ρ∗) corresponding to the bijective
exponent Λ∗=−1d −Λ, andX ,X ∗ are the generating functions (37) for (ρ,w ) and
(ρ∗,2−w ) respectively. In other words the qm+Λi i coefficient X (j ;n−1)
(m )i
of the basis
vectorX
(j ;n−1)
i (τ) is the negative of the q
n+Λ∗j j coefficientX ∗(i ;m−1)
(n ) j
of the basis vec-
tor X
∗(i ;m−1)
j (τ), for all m ,n ≥1.
Proof. Define Ξ∗(τ) by (47); to show it is the fundamental matrix associated to
the bijective exponent Λ∗ =−1d −Λ, we need to show that Ξ∗(τ) =q−1d−Λ(1d +
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n=1Ξ
∗
(n )
qn ) (this is clear), that −1d −Λ has trace c (ρ∗,2−w ) (we’ll do this next),
and that the columns of Ξ∗(τ) are in M !2−w (ρ∗) (we’ll do that next paragraph).
Using (29), we find αi (ρ∗,2−w ) =αi+1(ρ,w ), and βj (ρ∗,2−w ) =β2−j (ρ,w ), so
we compute from (25) that c (ρ∗,2−w )=Tr(−1d −Λ).
FromΞ(γτ)= eρw (γ,τ)Ξ(τ), we get (Ξ(γτ)t )−1= eρ∗−w (γ,τ)(Ξ(τ)t )−1. It thus suf-
fices to show Ξ∗(τ) is holomorphic in H. We see from (39) that Ξ(τ)−1 is mero-
morphic everywhere inH∗, with poles possible only at the elliptic points and the
cusp. Locally about τ= i, (35) tells us
(Ξ(τ)t )−1= j(−w ;τ)P t2 q
−λ2
2
 
1d +
∞∑
n=1
(Ξt
[0])
−1Ξt
[n ]
qn
!−1
(Ξt
[0])
−1 . (49)
The series in themiddle bracketed factor is invertible atτ= i, because its determi-
nant equals 1 there. So every entry of (Ξ(τ)t )−1 at τ= i has at worst a simple pole
(coming from q−λ22 =τ
−2λ2
2 ). But J
′=−E 24E6/∆ has a simple pole at τ= i. There-
foreΞ∗(τ) is holomorphic atτ= i. Likewise, at τ=ξ6, the entries of (Ξ(τ)t )−1 have
at worse an order 2 pole (coming from q−λ33 =τ
−3λ3
3 ), but J
′ has an order 2 zero
at τ=ξ6, so Ξ∗(τ) is also holomorphic at τ=ξ6. Thus the columns of Ξ∗(τ) lie in
M !2−w (ρ∗) (the 2 comes from J ′).
This concludes the proof thatΞ∗(τ) is a fundamental matrix for (ρ∗,2−w ). (48)
now follows directly from (38). ⊓⊔
A special case of equation (47) was found in [5]. An interesting special case
of (48) is that the constant term of any weakly holomorphic modular form f (τ)∈
M !2(1) is 0. To see this, recall first that (ρ,w )=(1,0) has Λ=0 andΞ(τ)=X(1;0)(τ)=
1, i.e. the qm+0-coefficient ofX(1;0)1 vanishes for allm ≥1. Then (48) says the q1−1-
coefficient of all X(1;m−1)1 (τ) must also vanish. Since the X
(1;k )(τ) span (over C)
all ofM !2(1), the constant term of any f (τ)∈M !2(1)must vanish. The same result
holds for any genus-0 group.
The final fundamental ingredient of our theory connects the index formula
(24) to this duality:
Theorem 3.5. Let (ρ,w ) be admissible and T diagonal, and recall the quantity
c (ρ,w ) computed in (25). Then for any exponent λ,
cokerPλ;(ρ,w )∼=

M−λ2−w (ρ∗)
∗
, (50)
dimM λw (ρ)−dimM
1d−λ
2−w (ρ
∗)= c (ρ,w )+d −Trλ. (51)
Proof. Let X(τ)∈qλCd [q−1,q ]], i.e. X(τ) =qλ
∑∞
n=−N X(n )q
n for some N =N (X),
and letY(τ)∈M−λ2−w (ρ∗), and define a pairing 〈X,Y〉 to be the q0-coefficient f 0 of
X(τ)tY(τ)=
∑d
i=1Xi (τ)Yi (τ)=
∑∞
n=−N fnq
n . Note that 〈X,Y〉=
∑
−N≤n≤0X(n )Y(−n )
depends only on the coefficients X(n ) for n ≤ 0, since by hypothesis Y(k ) = 0 for
k < 0. In other words, the pairing 〈X,Y〉 depends only on Y(τ) and the principal
partPλX(q ) of X(τ).
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IfX(τ)∈M !w (ρ), then X(τ)tY(τ)will lie inM !2(1). Hence from the observation
after Proposition 3.4, in that case 〈X,Y〉 will vanish. This means the pairing 〈X,Y〉
is a well-defined pairing between the cokernel ofPλ;(ρ,w ), andM−λ2−w (ρ∗).
Let Y1(τ),...,Ym (τ) be a basis ofM−λ2−w (ρ∗). We can require that this basis be
triangular in the sense that for each 1≤ i ≤m there is an n i ,k i so that the co-
efficient Y
j
(n i )ki
=δj i for all i , j . Indeed, choose any n1,k1 such that Y
1
(n1)k1
6= 0,
and rescale Y1(τ) so that coefficient equals 1. Subtract if necessary a multiple of
Y1(τ) from the otherYi (τ) so thatYi
(n1)k1
=0. Now, repeat: choose any n2,k2 such
that Y2
(n2)k2
6= 0, etc. If we take take Xi (τ) to be q−n i eki (i.e. all coefficients van-
ish except one coefficient in one component), then 〈Xi ,Yj 〉= δi j . This form of
nondegeneracy means that dimM−λ2−w (ρ∗)≤dimcokerPλ;(ρ,w ).
Repeating this argument in the dual direction, more precisely replacing ρ,w ,λ
with ρ∗,2−w ,−1d −λ respectively, gives us the dual inequality dimM λ+1dw (ρ)≤
dimcokerP−1d−λ;(ρ∗ ,2−w ). However, fromProposition 3.4 we know that c (ρ∗ ,2−w )=
Tr(−1d −Λ)=−d −c (ρ,w ), so the index formula (24) gives us both
dimM λ+1dw (ρ)−dimcokerPλ;(ρ,w )=c (ρ,w )−Trλ, (52)
dimM−λ2−w (ρ∗)−dimcokerP−1d−λ;(ρ∗ ,2−w )=−d −c (ρ,w )+d +Trλ. (53)
Adding these gives
dimM λ+1dw (ρ)+dimM−λ2−w (ρ∗)=dimcokerPλ;(ρ,w )+dimcokerP−1d−λ;(ρ∗ ,2−w ) .
Together with the two inequalities, this shows that the dimensions ofM−λ2−w (ρ∗)
and cokerPλ;(ρ,w ) match. Hence the pairing 〈X,Y〉 is nondegenerate and estab-
lishes the isomorphism (50). Equation (51) now follows immediately from the in-
dex formula (24). ⊓⊔
We suggest calling part (a) Serre duality because kerPλ has an interpretation
as H0(BΓ ;A ) for some spaceA =Aλ;(ρ,w ) of meromorphic functions on which
Γ acts by (ρ,w ), while cokerPλ, being the obstruction to finding meromorphic
sections of our (ρ,w )-vector bundle, should have an interpretation as some H1.
The shifts by 1d and 2 would be associated to the canonical line bundle. This
interpretation is at this point merely a heuristic, however.
Compare (50) to Theorem 3.1 in [10]. There, Borcherds restricts attention to
weightw =k a half-integer, groups commensurable to SL2(Z), representations ρ
with finite image, and λ=λhol . The assumption of finite image was essential to
his proof. Our proof extends to arbitrary T and arbitrary genus-0 groups [14] (so
by inducing the representation, it also applies to any finite-index subgroup of a
genus-0 group).
The most important special case of the dimension formula (51) is λ= λhol ,
which relates the dimensions of holomorphic vvmf with those of vector-valued
cusp forms. Compare (51) to [33], where Skoruppa obtained the formula assum-
ing 2w ∈Z, and that ρ has finite image. His proof used the Eichler-Selberg trace
formula. Once again we see that these results hold in much greater generality. Of
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course thanks to the induction trick, (51) also gives the dimension formulas for
spaces of e.g. holomorphic and cusp forms, for any finite index subgroup of Γ .
Incidentally, it is possible to have nonconstant modular functions, holomor-
phic everywhere in H∗, for some multipliers with infinite image (see e.g. Remark
2 in Section 3 of [17]). On the other hand, Lemma 2.4 of [17] prove that for unitary
multipliers ρ, there are no nonzero holomorphic vvmf X(τ)∈M λholw (ρ) of weight
w < 0. This implies there are no vector-valued cusp forms of weight w ≤ 0, for
unitary ρ.
3.6 The q-expansion coefficients
Modular forms — vector-valued or otherwise — are most important for their q-
expansion coefficients. In this subsection we study these. A special case of Propo-
sition 3.5(b) (namely,w =0 andQX=Q) is given in [1], but our proof generalises
without change to T nondiagonalisable and to any genus-0 group [14].
As a quick remark, note from Theorem 3.3(b) that the coefficients X(n )i of a
vvmf X ∈M !w (ρ) will all lie in the field generated over Q by the entries of Λw
and χw , as well as the coefficients X(n )i of the principal part PΛ(X), where Λ is
bijective and as always χ =Ξ(1).
Let F denote the span of all p (τ)quh(q ), where p (τ)∈C[τ], u ∈C, and h ∈
C[[q ]] is holomorphic at q = 0. The components of any vvmf (including ‘loga-
rithmic’, where T is nondiagonalisable) must lie in F . F is a ring, where terms
simplify in the obvious way (thanks to the series h’s converging absolutely).F is
closed under both differentiation and τ 7→τ+1. The key to analysing functions in
F is the fact that they are equal only when it is obvious that they are equal:
Lemma 3.2. Suppose
∑n
i=1p i (τ)q
u ih i (q ) = 0 for all q in some sufficiently small
disc about q = 0, where each p i (τ)∈C[τ], u i ∈C, 0≤Reu i < 1, and h i ∈C[[q ]] is
holomorphic at q =0, and all u i are pairwise distinct. Then for each i , either p i (τ)
is identically 0 or h i (q ) is identically 0 (i.e. all coefficients of h i (q ) vanish).
Proof. For each v ∈ C, define an operator Tv on F by (Tv g )(τ) = g (τ+1)−
e 2πiv g (τ). Note that p (τ)quh(q ) lies in the kernel of T ku if (and as we will see
only if) the degree of the polynomial p (τ) is <k .
Assume for contradiction that no p i (τ)nor h i (q ) are identically 0. Let k i be the
degree of p i (τ). ApplyT kd+1ud ◦·· ·◦T
k2+1
u2 ◦T
k1
u1 to
∑n
i=1p i (τ)q
u ih i (q )=0 to obtain
aqu1h1(q )=0 for some nonzero a ∈C and all q in that disc. This forces h1(q )≡0,
a contradiction. ⊓⊔
Proposition 3.5. Let (ρ,w ) be admissible and T diagonal, and choose any vvmf
X(τ)∈M !w (ρ). Write X(τ)=qλ
∑∞
n=0X(n )q
n .
(a) Let σ be any field automorphism of C, and for each 1≤ i ≤ d define Xσi (τ) =
qσ(λi i )
∑∞
n=0σ(X(n )i )q
n . Then Xσ(τ) ∈M !σw (ρσ), where (ρσ,σw ) is admissible,
Tσ = e 2πiσλ, eπiσw/2Sσ is conjugate to eπiw/2S and e 2πiσw/3Uσ is conjugate to
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e 2πiw/3U. Xσ(τ) is σλ-holomorphic iff X(τ) is λ-holomorphic. Choose any bijec-
tive exponent Λ and fundamental matrix Ξ(τ) for (ρ,w ); then (ρσ,σw ) has bijec-
tive exponent σΛ and fundamental matrix Ξσ(τ), where σ acts on Ξ(τ) column-
wise.
(b) Let QX be the field generated over Q by all Fourier coefficients X(n ) of X(τ).
Assume the components Xi (τ) of X(τ) are linearly independent over C. Then both
the weight w and all exponents λi lie inQX.
Proof. Start with (a), and consider firstw =0. Write χ =Ξ(1). Then Ξ(τ) obeys the
differential equation (32). Recall that J ,E2,E4,E6,∆ all have coefficients in Z and
hence are fixed byσ. Then Ξσ(τ) formally satisfies (32) with Λ0,χ0 replaced with
σ(Λ0),σ(χ0) (recall that (32) is equivalent to the recursions (36)). Therefore Ξσ(τ)
is a fundamental solution of that differential equation, with entries meromorphic
inH∗.
In fact, thanks to the Fuchsian equation (32), the only possible poles of Ξσ(τ)
are at the cusps or elliptic fixed points. The behaviour at the elliptic points is eas-
iest to see from (33); in particular, Sσ andUσ are conjugate to e 2πiA
σ
2 and e 2πiA
σ
3
respectively. ButA σj =σAj entry-wise and bothAj are diagonalisable with ra-
tional eigenvalues, so A σj is conjugate to Aj (as it has the identical eigenvalue
multiplicities).
To generalise to arbitraryweightw , it’s clear fromLemma 3.1 that (∆w/12)σ(τ)=
∆σw/12(τ). A weight-w fundamental matrix is∆w/12(τ) times a weight-0 one.
Finally, if X(τ)∈M !w (ρ), then there exists a polynomial p ( J )∈Cd [ J ] such that
X(τ) =Ξ(τ)p ( J (τ)), so Xσ(τ) =Ξσ(τ)p ( J (τ))σ. Since σ fixes the coefficients of
J (τ),Xσ(τ)manifestly lies inM !σw (ρσ).
Now turn to (b). Suppose first that there is some entry Λi i 6∈QX. Then there
exists some field automorphismσ ofC fixingQX but with δ :=σΛi i −Λi i nonzero
(see e.g. [1] for a proof of why such aσ exists).
From part (a), Xσ(τ)∈M !σw (ρσ). Then Xσ(τ) = qσΛ−ΛX(τ). Choose any γ=
a
c
b
d ′

∈ Γ with c 6= 0 (because Γ is Fuchsian of the first kind it will have many
such γ). Then τ 7→−1/τ gives
SσXσ(τ)=τw−σw exp(−2πi(σΛ−Λ)/τ)SX(τ) . (54)
Write f (τ),g (τ) ∈ F for the i th entry of SX and of SσXσ(τ), respectively.
Because the entries of X(τ) are linearly independent, f (τ) (and also g (τ)) are
nonzero. Write w ′ =w −σw . By (54), g (τ)= τw ′ exp(−2πiδ/τ)g (τ). Like all en-
tries of SσXσ(τ), g (τ) is killed by the order-d differential operator
LSσXσ =
∑eh l (τ) d
2πidτ
l
obtained from Lemma 2.2(b) by expanding out each Dlσw ; note that each
eh l (τ)∈
qvC[[q ]] for some v ∈ C, being a combination of the modular forms h l (τ) of
Lemma 2.2(b) and various derivatives of E2(τ). The product rule and induction
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on l gives
d
2πidτ
l
g (τ)=τw
′
exp(−2πiδ/τ)
l∑
k=0
p l ,k (τ)
τ2l−2k

d
2πidτ
k
f (τ) , (55)
where p l ,k (τ) is a polynomial in τ of degree ≤ l −k and p l ,0(τ) has nonzero con-
stant term (2πiδ)l−k . Multiplying LSσXσ g =0 by τ2dτ−w
′
exp(2πiδ/τ), we obtain
d∑
l=0
eh l (τ) l∑
k=0
τ2kp l ,k (τ)

d
2πidτ
k
f (τ)=0. (56)
Now, the derivatives

d
2πidτ
k
f (τ) are manifestly q-series (i.e. functions in F
where the polynomial parts p i (τ) are all constant), so we see from Lemma 3.2
that (regarding (56) as a polynomial in τ with q-series coefficients) the τ0 co-
efficient of (56) must itself vanish. This is simply ehd (τ)(2πiδ)d f (τ) = 0, whereehd (τ)=Wr(Xσ)(τ) 6=0 by Lemma 2.2(a). This forces δ=0, i.e. σΛi i =Λi i .
Therefore all entries Λi i must lie inQX. Suppose now that the weightw doesn’t
lie in QX, and as above choose a field automorphism σ of C fixing QX but with
σw −w 6∈Z (ifw lies in an algebraic extension ofQX then this is automatic, while
if w lies in a transcendental extension we can select σw to likewise be an arbi-
trary transcendental). The remainder of the argument is as above:
pl ,k (τ)
τ2l−2k in (55)
is now replaced with
cl ,k
τl−k for some c l ,k ∈C, and c l ,0=w ′(w ′−1) · · ·(w ′−l +1) 6=0.
Multiplying LSσXσ g =0 byτdτ−w
′
, we see that ehd (τ)cd ,0 f (τ)=0, likewise impos-
sible unless w ∈QX. ⊓⊔
The obvious Galois action on representations, namely (σρ)(γ)i j =σ(ρ(γ)i j ), is
unrelated to this ρσ. It would be interesting though to understand the relation
between the vvmf ofσρ and those of ρ.
For vvmf with rank-1 multipliers, we have Tσ = e 2πiσλ, eπiσw/2Sσ = eπiw/2S,
and e 2πiσw/3Uσ = e 2πiw/3U . When the rank d is greater than 1, however, the pre-
cise formula for Sσ andUσ is delicate. For example, we learn in Section 4.2 that
when d =2, the explicit relation between Sσ and S involves the relation between
the Gamma function values Γ (σΛ11) and Γ (Λ11).
The next result is formulated in terms of certain modules K . One important
example isK =K[q−1,q ]] for any subfieldK of C. Another example is the subset
K of f ∈Q[[q ]] with bounded denominator, i.e. for which there is an N ∈Z>0
such thatN f ∈Z[[q ]]. Both examples satisfy all conditions of Proposition 3.6. This
latter example can be refined in several ways, e.g. by fixing from the start a set
P of primes and requiring that the powers of the primes in P appearing in the
denominators be bounded, but primes p 6∈P be unconstrained.
Proposition 3.6. Suppose (ρ,w ) is admissible, ρ is irreducible and T is diagonal,
and choose any exponent λ. Let K be any subfield of C and let K ⊂K[q−1,q ]] be
anymodule over bothK andZ[q−1,q ]] (where both of these act bymultiplication),
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such that d
dq
K ⊆K . LetM ! Kw (ρ) denote the intersectionM !w (ρ)∩qλK . Then the
following are equivalent:
(i) M ! Kw (ρ) 6=0;
(ii)M ! K
w+2k (ρ) 6=0 for all k ∈Z;
(iii)spanCM ! Kw (ρ)=M !w (ρ);
(iv)for any bijective exponent Λ, all entries Ξi j (τ) of the corresponding fundamen-
tal matrix Ξ(τ) lie in qΛi iK ;
(v) for any exponent λ, the space spanC

M λ(ρ)∩qλK

=M λ(ρ).
Proof.Assume (i) holds, and choose any nonzeroX(τ)∈M ! Kw (ρ). Then∆hE i4E
j
6X∈
qλK for any h ∈Z and i , j ∈Z≥0, which gives us (ii). That ρ is irreducible forces
the components of X(τ) to be linearly independent over C. Then Proposition 3.5
would require all w ,λi i ∈K, and hence qλK d is mapped into itself by ∇w ′ ,i for
anyw ′∈w+2Z.Moreover, Proposition 3.2 applies andM !w (ρ)=C[ J ,∇1,∇2,∇3]X(τ),
which gives us (iii). LetΛbe any bijective exponent. Then each column ofΞ(τ) is a
linear combination overC of finitely many vvmf inM ! Kw (ρ); but all of these vec-
tors are uniquely determined by their principal partsPΛ, which are all inKd [q−1],
so that linear combinationmust have a solution over the fieldK. This gives us (iv).
To get (v), note that in the proof of Theorem 3.4(a) we may choose our X(i )(τ) to
lie in qλK , since all we require of them is a linear independence condition. ⊓⊔
This proposition is relevant to the study of modular forms for noncongruence
subgroups of Γ . A conjecture attributed to Atkin–Swinnerton-Dyer [2] states that
a (scalar) modular form for some subgroup of Γ will have bounded denominator
only if it is a modular form for some congruence subgroup. More generally, it is
expected that a vvmf X(τ) for Γ , with entries Xi (τ) linearly independent over C
and with coefficients X(n )i all in Q, will have bounded denominators only if its
weight w lies in 1
2
Z and the kernel of υ−w ⊗ρ is a congruence subgroup. If the
kernel is of infinite index, then it is expected that infinitely many distinct primes
will appear in denominators of coefficients.
3.7 Semi-direct sums and exactness
Ifρ is a direct sum ρ′⊕ρ′′, then trivially its vvmf are comprised of those ofρ′ and
ρ′′. But what if ρ is a semi-direct sum?
Consider a short exact sequence
0→U ι→V π→W → 0 (57)
of finite-dimensional Γ -modules. We can consider an action at arbitrary weight
by tensoring with υw . Choose a basis for V in which ρV =

ρU
0
∗
ρW

. In terms of
this basis, XV ∈M !w (ρV ) implies XV =

XU
XW

where XW ∈M !w (ρW ), and

XU
0

∈
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M !w (ρV ) iffXU ∈M !w (ρU ). For this basis we have the natural embedding ι′(XU )=
XU
0

and projection π′

XU
XW

=XW . We write (57) as ρV =ρU ∋ρW .
The fundamental objects in the theory of vvmf are the functors (ρ,w ) 7→
M !w (ρ), (ρ,w ;λ) 7→M λw (ρ) and (ρ,λ) 7→M λ(ρ), attaching spaces of vvmf to mul-
tipliers, weights and exponents. Marks–Mason [22] suggest considering the ef-
fects of these functors on (57). It is elementary that they are left-exact, i.e. that
ρV =ρU ∋ρW trivially implies
0→M λUw (ρU )
ι′→M λVw (ρV )
π′→M λWw (ρW ) (58)
and similarly forM !w etc. However [22] found 1-dimensionalU andW such that
the functor ρ 7→M λhol (ρ) is not right-exact.
Thanks to Theorem 3.5, we can generalise and quantify this discrepancy. We
thank Geoff Mason for suggesting the naturalness of explaining the failure of
right-exactness with a long exact sequence.
Theorem 3.6. Write ρV =ρU ∋ρW as in (57), and suppose (ρV ,w ) is admissible
and TV diagonal. Choose any exponent λV =diag(λU ,λW ). Then we obtain the ex-
act sequences ofC-spaces
0 → M !w (ρU )
ι′→M !w (ρV )
π′→M !w (ρW )→ 0, (59)
0→MU
ι′→MV
π′→ MW
δ→ cokerPU ∼=(MU∗)∗
π′′∗→ (MV ⋆)∗
ι′′∗→ (MW ∗)∗→ 0 (60)
where we writePU =PλU−1dU ;(ρU ,w ),MU =M
λU
w (ρU ),MU∗=M
1dU −λU
2−w (ρ
∗
U ) etc.
ι′′∗ and π′′∗ are restrictions of the dual (transpose) maps. The isomorphism in (60)
is (50), and the connectingmapδ is defined in the proof.Moreover, for any bijective
exponents ΛU of (ρU ,w ) and ΛW of (ρW ,w ), diag(ΛU ,ΛW ) is bijective for (ρV ,w ).
Proof.First let’s prove (59). LetM !V ,M !U ,M !W denoteM !w (ρV ),M !w (ρU ),M !w (ρW )
respectively. Choose any bijective exponents ΛU ,ΛW anddefineΛV =diag(ΛU ,ΛW ),
P ′V ,P ′U ,P ′W forPΛV etc. If

XU
XW

∈kerP ′V , thenXW (τ)∈kerP ′W andhenceXW (τ)=
0 because ΛW is bijective. This means XU (τ)∈M !U , so also XU (τ)∈ kerP ′U and
XU (τ)=0 because ΛU is bijective. Therefore P ′V is injective. From the first line of
(25) we know c (ρV ,w )= c (ρU ,w )+c (ρW ,w ) (since TrSV =TrSU+TrSW etc); the index
formula (24) then implies cokerP ′V = 0 and hence ΛV is bijective. In order to es-
tablish (59), only the surjectivity of π′ needs to be shown, but this follows from
the surjectivity ofP ′V together with the injectivity ofP ′W .
Now let’s turn to (60). Most of this exactness again comes from (58): the
dual of 0→MW ∗→MV ∗→MU∗ gives the second half of (60). The connecting
map δ is defined as follows. Given any XW ∈MW , exactness of (59) says that
there is an XU , unique mod M !U , such that

XU
XW

∈M !V . The connecting map
δ :MW → cokerPU sends XW toPU (XU )+ImPU . Exactness atMW is now clear:
if XW ∈ kerδ then PU (XU ) =PU (X′U ) for some X′U ∈MU , so

X′U
0

and hence
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XU−X′U
XW

both lie inM !V . However the latter manifestly lies in the kernel of PV ,
so XW = π′

XU−X′U
XW

as desired. To see exactness at π′′∗, suppose fU ∈ kerπ′′∗.
Then fU is a functional onMU∗ and the associated functional

YU
YW

7→ fU (YU )
onMV ∗ is 0. Thanks to (50), these functionals can be expressed asYU 7→ 〈P′U ,YU 〉
and

YU
YW

7→ 〈

PU
PW

,

YU
YW

〉 for some P′U (τ)∈CdU [q−1] and

PU
PW

∈CdU+dW [q−1].
The independence of the functional on YW means PW (τ) = 0, so we can take
PU (τ) = P
′
U (τ). That the functional on MV ∗ is 0 means (again from (50)) that
PU
0

=PV

XU
XW

for some

XU
XW

∈M !V . Moreover, XW (τ)∈MW , so PU =δ(XW ),
as desired. ⊓⊔
Theorem 3.6 allows us to classify all bijective ΛV . These are given by all expo-
nents diag(λU ,λW ) such thatPλU is injective,PλW is surjective, and the connect-
ing map δ : kerPλW → cokerPλU is an isomorphism.
We can now quantify the failure ofM λ(ρ) to be exact. For each fixed w , the
discrepancy is
dimMU+dimMW −dimMV =dimImδ . (61)
For w ≪ 0,M λw (ρW ) = 0 so δ= 0 and the discrepancy is 0, while for w ≫ 2, then
M 1dU−λ
hol
2−w (ρ
∗
U )=0 so againδ=0 and the discrepancy is 0. Thus the total discrep-
ancy, summed over allw , is finite.
Let us recover in our picture the calculation in Theorem 4of [22]. Takeλ=λhol .
ConsiderρV of the formυ2a ∋υ2b , where as alwaysυj has T = e 2πij /12. Then The-
orem 4 of [22] says ρV can be indecomposable iff |a −b |= 1. As above, if w < 0
thenMW =0 while ifw ≥2 thenMU∗=0, so only atw =0 can δ 6=0. We find that
w =0 andMW ,MU∗ 6=0 forces b =0 and a =5, in which case δ :C→C. Now, a bi-
jective exponent for (ρV ,0) is diag(− 76 ,0) by Theorem 3.6 (and Section 4.1 below),
so there must be a XU (τ)∈q−1/6
∑∞
n=0cnq
n such that

XU
1

∈M !V , by surjectiv-
ity. Indeed, δ(1)=PU (XU )= c0. If c0=0 then the Wronskian of

c1q5/6+···
1

would
be a nonzero holomorphic modular form cq5/6+ · · · of weight 2 (the Wronskian
is nonzero because ρV is indecomposable). This is impossible (e.g. η−20 times it
would also be holomorphic but with trivial multiplier and weight −8). Therefore
c0 6=0, so δ 6=0 and the total discrepancy is 1-dimensional.
4 Effectiveness of the theory
Explicit computations within our theory are completely feasible. Recall fromThe-
orem 3.3 that we have complete and explicit knowledge of the spaceM !w (ρ) of
weakly holomorphic vvmf, if we know the diagonal matrix Λ and the complex
matrixX . We know TrΛ, and generically any matrix with the right trace and with
e 2πiΛ=T is a bijective exponent. ThisX can be obtained in principle fromρ and
Λ using the Rademacher expansion (see e.g. [12]). However this series expansion
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for X converges notoriously slowly, and obscures any properties of X that may
be present (e.g. integrality). Hence other methods are needed for identifying X .
In this section we provide several examples, illustrating some of the ideas avail-
able. See [4, 5] for further techniques and examples.
4.1 One dimension
It is trivial to solve the d = 1 case [5]. Here, ρ =υu , and u ∈C, 0≤Reu < 1, and
the weight w is required to be w ∈ 12u +2Z. Write w =12u +2j +12n where 0≤
j ≤ 5 and n ∈Z; then for j = 0,1,2,3,4,5 resp., the fundamental matrix Ξ(τ) for
M !12u+2j+12n (υu ) is (recall Lemma 3.1):
∆u+n (τ) , ∆u+n−5/6(τ)E10(τ) , ∆u+n−2/3(τ)E8(τ) ,
∆u+n−1/2(τ)E6(τ) , ∆u+n−1/3(τ)E4(τ) , ∆u+n−7/6(τ)E14(τ) ,
respectively, where E8=E
2
4 , E10=E4E6 and E14=E
2
4E6. The unique free generator
ofM λhol (υu ) is ∆u (τ). This means that dimM λholw (υu ) equals the dimension of
the weightw −12u subspace of m, assuming as above that 0≤Reu <1.
4.2 Two dimensions
Muchmore interesting is d =2 (see e.g. [34, 23]). Let’s start with weakly holomor-
phic. As usual, it suffices to consider weightw =0. We continue to require that T
be diagonal, although we give a ‘logarithmic’ example shortly.
The moduli space of equivalence classes of 2-dimensional representations of
Γ consists of 15 isolated points, together with 3 half-planes. Each half-plane has
4 singularities: 2 conical singularities and 2 triple points. The equivalence classes
of irreducible representations with T diagonalisable correspond bijectively with
the regular points on the 3 half-planes. The 15 isolated points are all direct sums
ρ1⊕ρ2 of 1-dimensional representations which violate the inequalities (8), and
are handled by Section 4.1. Each conical singularity corresponds to an irreducible
‘logarithmic’ representation with T nondiagonalisable. Each triple point consists
of a direct sum ρ⊕ρ′ as well as the semi-direct sums ρ ∋ρ′ and ρ′ ∋ρ. In all
cases except the 6 triple points, the set of eigenvalues ofT uniquely determine the
representation. The 3 half-planes correspond to the 3 different choices of (αi ,βj )
possible at d =2 (recall (8)).
More explicitly, one half-plane has detT =ξ6=:ζ:
T =

z 0
0 ζz−1

, S=
 ζ¯zz 2−ζ y(z 2−1)(z 2−ζ2 )
y (z 2−ζ)2 −
ζ¯z
z 2−ζ
 , (62)
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for arbitrary y ,z ∈C provided y 6= 0 and z 6∈ {0,±ξ12}. This is irreducible iff z 6∈
{±1,±ζ}. The redundant parameter y is introduced for later convenience. Ir-
reducible ρ,ρ′ with z ,z ′ related by (z z ′)2 = ζ are naturally isomorphic. Here,
α1 = β0 = β1 = 1, so TrΛ=− 56 and Λ= diag(t ,−
5
6
− t ) where z = e 2πit for some
t 6≡ 1
12
, 7
12
(mod 1). Then Theorem 3.3(c) tells us
X =
 
24 t (60t−11)
12t+5
10368x t (2t+1)(3t+1)(6t+5)
(12t+11)(12t+5)2
10368
x (12t−1) −4
(6t+5)(60t+61)
12t+5
!
, (63)
for some x 6=0 to be determined shortly. Equation (33) is ideally suited to relate x
and y , since at d =2 it reduces to the classical hypergeometric equation. We read
off from it the fundamental matrix
Ξ(z(τ))=

f (t ; 5
6
;z(τ)) X12 f (t +1; 56 ;z(τ))
X21 f ( 16−t ;
5
6
;z(τ)) f (− 5
6
−t ; 5
6
;z)

(64)
for z(τ)= J (τ)/1728, where we write
f (a ;c ;z)= (−1728z)−aF (a ,a + 1
2
;2a +c ;z−1) (65)
for F (a ,b ;c ;z )=1+ ab
c
z+· · · the hypergeometric series. Substituting z(τ)= J (τ)/1728
directly into (65) and (64) gives the q-expansion of Ξ(τ). The parameters x ,y
appearing in S and X can be related by the standard analytic continuation of
F (a ,b ;c ;z ) from z ≈0 to z ≈∞, which implies
f (a ;c ;z)= (1728)−a
( p
πΓ (2a +c )
Γ (a + 1
2
)Γ (a +c )
− 2
p
πΓ (2a +c )
Γ (a )Γ (a +c − 1
2
)
z1/2+ · · ·
)
(66)
for small |z|. Hence
y =
p
3x
1728
22/3
4322t
Γ (2t + 5
6
)2
Γ (2t )Γ (2t + 2
3
)
. (67)
In particular, we see that when ρ is irreducible, Λ is bijective for a Z worth of t ’s
(i.e. the necessary conditions e 2πiΛ=T and TrΛ=− 5
6
are also sufficient) — at the
end of Section 3.4 we call such ρ tight. This fact is generalised in Theorem 4.1
below. There are 4 indecomposable but reducible ρ here:
z =1: thisρ is the semi-direct sum 1∋υ2 of 1 (the subrepresentation) withυ2 (the
quotient); in this case Λ=diag(t ,− 5
6
−t ) is bijective iff t ∈ 1+Z≥0;
z =−1: here, ρ=υ6 ∋υ8; its Λ is bijective iff t ∈ 12+Z≥0;
z =ζ: here, ρ=υ2 ∋1; its Λ is bijective iff t ∈ 16+Z≥0;
z =−ζ: here, ρ=υ8 ∋υ6; its Λ is bijective iff t ∈ 23+Z≥0.
These restrictions on t are needed to avoid the Gamma function poles in (67).
Nevertheless, the ‘missing’ values of t (apart from the forbidden t ≡ 1
12
(mod 1
2
))
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are all accounted for: for example t = 0 describes the direct sum 1⊕υ2 (the lim-
iting case where y → 0 slowly compared with t → 0), while t ∈Z<0 recovers the
z 2=ζ solution given above.
The free generators over m of M λhol (ρ) for these ρ are now easy to find.
Fix 0≤ Ret < 1, and note that λhol = diag(t , 1
6
− t ) when Ret ≤ 1
6
, and otherwise
λhol =diag(t , 7
6
−t ) .Consider first the case where ρ is irreducible; then ρ is tight
and Proposition 3.3(b) tells us dimM λholw (ρ) for allw <0. In particular, if Ret ≤ 16
then w (1)= 0 and w (2)= 2, and X(1)(τ) is the first column of Ξ(τ) given above; if
instead Ret > 1
6
then w (i ) = 6,8, X(1)(τ) is the first column of Ξ(τ) at w = 6 for
Λ=diag(t , 1
6
−t ). In both cases, X(2)(τ)=DX(1)(τ).
The holomorphic vvmf for the 2-dimensional indecomposable representa-
tions was discussed at the end of Section 3.7, and we find that for our four such
ρ, dimM λholw (υ2a ∋υ2b )=dimM λ
hol
w (υ2a )+dimM λ
hol
w (υ2b ). The 1-dimensional
case was worked out in Section 4.1, and we find that in all cases {w (1),w (2)}=
{2a ,2b} with X(i )(τ) given by the appropriate column of the fundamental matrix
atw =2a and 2b respectively.
The choice z =±ζ, i.e. t ≡ 1
12
(mod 1
2
), corresponds here to two logarithmic
representations. Consider for concreteness z =ξ12. A weakly holomorphic vvmf
for it is η(τ)2

τ
1

. This generates all ofM !0, using C[ J ] and the differential opera-
tors∇i ; together with
q1/12

πiq−1−242πi+(−140965πi−55440τ)q + · · ·
−55440q + · · ·

it freely generates M !0 over C[ J ]. The 5 other 2-dimensional logarithmic repre-
sentations correspond to this one tensored with a Γ character. The free basis for
holomorphic vvmf is η(τ)2

τ
1

and its derivative.
We can see the Galois action of Section 3.6 explicitly here: σ takes t 7→σt and
x 7→σx , and it keeps one inside this connected component.
Another class of two-dimensional representations has detT =−1:
T =

z 0
0 −z−1

, S=
 −z
z 2+1
y
z 4+z 2+1
y (z 2+1)2
z
z 2+1
!
, (68)
for arbitrary y ,z ∈Cprovided y 6=0, z 6∈ {0,±i}. Irreducibility requires z 6∈ {±ζ,±ζ}.
Irreducible ρ with z z ′ =−1 are isomorphic. Here, α1 =β1 =β2 = 1, so TrΛ=− 32
and Λ=diag(t ,− 3
2
−t ) for z = e 2πit and some t 6≡± 1
4
(mod 1). Then as before
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X =
 
24 20t
2+51t+32
4t+3
384x (3t+2)(3t+1)(6t+5)(6t+7)
(4t+5)(4t+3)2
384
x (4t+1)
−12 40t 2+18t+1
4t+3
!
, (69)
Ξ(z) = (1−z)1/3

(−1728z)−t f (t + 1
3
; 5
6
;z) X12 f (t + 43 ;
5
6
;z)
X21 f (− 16−t ;
5
6
;z) f (−t − 7
6
; 5
6
;z)

, (70)
y = x
p
3
6912 4322t
Γ (2t + 3
2
)2
Γ (2t + 4
3
)Γ (2t + 2
3
)
. (71)
Again, for irreducible ρ, any possible t yields bijective Λ. The 4 indecomposable
but reducible ρ are:
z =ζ: here, ρ=υ2 ∋υ4 and Λ is bijective iff t ∈ 16+Z≥0;
z =−ζ: here ρ=υ8 ∋υ10 and Λ is bijective iff t ∈ 23+Z≥0;
z =ζ: here, ρ=υ10 ∋υ8 and Λ is bijective iff t ∈− 16+Z≥0;
z =−ζ: here ρ=υ4 ∋υ2 and Λ is bijective iff t ∈ 13+Z≥0.
Again the ‘missing’ t correspond to other reducible ρ.
The holomorphic analysis is identical to before. Here Trλhol = 1
2
or 3
2
, depend-
ing on whether or not Ret ≤ 1
2
. In the former case w (i )=(2,4), and in the latter it
equals (8,10).X(i )(τ) is as before. The indecomposableρ behave exactly as before.
The final class of two-dimensional representations has detT =ζ:
T =

z 0
0 ζz−1

, S=
 ζzz 2−ζ y(z 2−1)(z+ζ)(z−ζ)
y (z 2−ζ)2
−ζz
z 2−ζ
 , (72)
for arbitrary y ,z ∈C provided y 6= 0, z 6∈ {0,±e−πi/6}. Irreducibility requires z 6∈
{±1,±ζ}; irreducibleρ related by z z ′=ζ are equivalent. Here, α1=β0=β2=1, so
TrΛ=− 7
6
and Λ=diag(t ,− 7
6
−t ) for some t satisfying z = e 2πit . Then
X =
 
24 t (60t+71)
12t+7
10368xt (2t+1)(3t+2)(6t+7)
(12t+13)(12t+7)2
10368
x (12t+1)
−4 (6t+7)(60t−1)
12t+7
!
, (73)
Ξ(z) =

f (t ; 7
6
;z) X12 f (t +1; 76 ;z)
X21 f (− 16−t ;
7
6
;z) f (−t − 7
6
; 7
6
;z)

, (74)
y = x
p
321/3
10368 4322t
Γ (2t+ 76 )
2
Γ (2t )Γ (2t+ 43 )
. (75)
Again, for irreducible ρ, any possible t yields bijective Λ. The 4 indecomposable
but reducible ρ are:
z =1: then ρ=1∋υ10 and Λ is bijective iff t ∈ 1+Z≥0;
z =−1: then ρ=υ6 ∋υ4 and Λ is bijective iff t ∈ 12+Z≥0;
z =ζ: then ρ=υ10 ∋1 and Λ is bijective iff t ∈− 16+Z≥0;
z =−ζ: then ρ=υ4 ∋υ6 and Λ is bijective iff t ∈ 13+Z≥0.
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Again the ‘missing’ t correspond to the other reducible ρ.
The holomorphic story for irreducible ρ is as before. Here Trλhol = 5
6
or 11
6
depending on whether or not Ret ≤ 5
6
. This means w (i ) will equal (4,6) or (10,12),
respectively. The only new phenomenon here is the indecomposable at z = ζ:
at the end of Section 3.7 we learned that dimM λhol0 (υ10 ∋1) is 0, not 1. We find
w (i )=(4,6).
The λhol -holomorphic two-dimensional theory is also studied in [23], though
without quantifying the relation between Fourier coefficients and the matrix S
(i.e. his statements are only basis-independent), which as we see involves the
Gamma function. Our two-dimensional story can be extended to any triangle
group [3].
4.3 vvmf in dimensions<6
Trivially, the spaces of vvmf for an arbitraryρ are direct sums of those for its inde-
composable summands. Theorem 3.6 reduces understanding the vvmf for an in-
decomposable ρ, to those of its irreducible constituents. In this section we prove
any admissible (ρ,w ) is tight, provided ρ is irreducible and of dimension <6 (re-
call the definition of tight at the end of Section 3.4). This means in dimension <6
we get all kinds of things for free (see Proposition 3.3), including identifying the
Hilbert–Poincaré seriesHλ(x ;ρ). These series were first computed in [21], for the
special case of exponent λ=λhol , when T is unitary, and the representation ρ
is whatMarks calls T-determined, whichmeans that any indecomposable ρ′ with
the same T -matrix is isomorphic toρ. It turns out that mostρ are T -determined.
We will see this hypothesis is unnecessary, and we can recover and generalise his
results with much less effort. The key observation is the following, which is of
independent interest:
Theorem 4.1. Let (ρ,w ) be admissible and T diagonal. Assume ρ is irreducible
and the dimension d <6. Then ρ is tight: an exponent λ is bijective for (ρ,w +2k )
iff Trλ= c (ρ,w+2k ).
Proof. The case d =1 is trivial, and d =2 is explicit in Section 4.2, so it suffices to
consider d =3,4,5. Without loss of generality (by tensoring withυ−w ) wemay as-
sume ρ is a true representation of Γ , i.e. that (ρ,0) is admissible. Let αi =αi (ρ,0),
βj =βj (ρ,0). LetX(i )(τ) be the free generators which exist by Theorem 3.4(a), and
let w (1)≤ ··· ≤w (d ) be their weights. We will have shown that ρ is tight, if we can
show that these w (i ) agree with those in the tight Hilbert–Poincaré series (44).
This is because this would require all dimM λ
w+2k (ρ) to equal that predicted by
Ht t (x ), as given in Proposition 3.3, and that says λ will be bijective iff λ has the
correct trace. In fact it suffices to verify that the values of w (i )−w (1) match the
numerator of (44), as the value of
∑
iw
(i ) would then also fixw (1).
Let n i be the total number of generatorsX(i )(τ)withweightw (i )≡2i (mod 12).
By Theorem 3.4(b) we know
∑
i n i =d , n i +n2+i +n4+i =αi , n j +n3+j =βj for all
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i , j . These have solutions
(n0,n1,n2,n3,n4,n5)= (α0−β2+t −s ,β1−s ,β2−t ,s −t +α1−β1,s ,t ) (76)
for parameters s ,t .
Consider first d = 3. The inequalities (8) force βi = 1 and {α0,α1}= {1,2}. By
Proposition 3.3(a), we can assume without loss of generality (hitting with υ6 if
necessary) that α1 = 2. Then the only nonnegative solutions to (76) are (n i ) =
(0,1,1,1,0,0),(1,1,0,0,0,1),(0,0,0,1,1,1). From (26) we see L := Trλ ∈Z. Theorem
3.4(b) says
∑
i w
(i ) = 12L. The inequality (42) requires w (1) = 4L−2, so the only
possibility consistent with the given values of n i together with
∑
i w
(i ) = 12L is
(w (i ))= (4L−2,4L,4L+2), which is the prediction of (44).
Consider next d = 4. As before we may assume (βi ) = (2,1,1) and (αi ) = (2,2).
Then (76) forces (n i )=(1,1,1,1,0,0),(1,0,0,1,1,1,1),(2,1,0,0,0,1),(0,0,1,2,1,0). Again
L :=Trλ∈Z and
∑
iw
(i )= 12L, and (42) forces w (1) ∈ {3L−3,3L−1} (if L is odd)
orw (1) ∈ {3L−2,3L} (if L is even).
We claim for each L there is a unique possibility for the w (i ) which is com-
patible with
∑
i w
(i ) = 12L, the listed possibilities for (n i ), the 2 possible val-
ues for w (1) given above, and the absence of a ‘gap’ in the sense of (46). When
L is even this is (w (i )) = (3L−2,3L,3L,3L+2); when L is odd this is (w (i )) =
(3L−3,3L−1,3L+1,3L+3). These match (44).
Finally, consider d =5. Wemay take (βi )= (1,2,2) and (αi )= (3,2), so
(n i )∈ {(1,2,2,0,0,0),(1,1,1,0,1,1),(1,0,0,0,2,2),(0,1,2,1,1,0),(0,0,1,1,2,1)} , (77)
L :=Trλ∈Z and
∑
iw
(i )=12L.
If L=5L′, then (42) forcesw (1)=12L′−4 or 12L′−2. We find the only possible
value ofw (i ) is (12L′−4,12L′−2,12L′ ,12L′+2,12L′+4).
If L = 5L′+1, then (42) forces w (1) = 12L′. We find the only possible value of
w (i ) is (12L′,12L′+2,12L′+2,12L′+4,12L′+4).
If L=5L′+2, then (42) forces w (1)=12L′+2 or 12L′+4. We find the only pos-
sible value ofw (i ) is (12L′+2,12L′+4,12L′+4,12L′+6,12L′+8).
If L=5L′+3, then (42) forces w (1)=12L′+4 or 12L′+6. We find the only pos-
sible value ofw (i ) is (12L′+4,12L′+6,12L′+8,12L′+8,12L′+10).
If L=5L′+4, then (42) forces w (1)=12L′+6 or 12L′+8. We find the only pos-
sible value ofw (i ) is (12L′+8,12L′+8,12L′+10,12L′+10,12L′+12).
All of these agree with (44). ⊓⊔
Proposition 3.3 gives some consequences of tightness.
4.4 Further remarks
Now let’s turn tomore general statements. The simplest way to change the weight
w has already been alluded to several times. Namely, suppose we are given any
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admissible multiplier system (ρ,w ) with bijective Λ and fundamental matrix
Ξ(τ). Recall the multiplier υw of ∆w (τ). Then for any w ′ ∈C, (υw ′⊗ρ,w +12w ′)
is admissible, with bijective and fundamental matrices Λ+w ′1d and∆w
′
(τ)Ξ(τ).
Suppose bijective Λ,Λ′ with corresponding fundamental matrices Ξ(τ),Ξ′(τ)
are known for admissible (ρ,w ) and (ρ′,w ′). Then the dd ′ columns of the Kro-
necker matrix product Ξ(τ)⊗Ξ′(τ) will manifestly lie inM !
w+w ′ (ρ⊗ρ′), and will
generate over C[ J ] a full rank submodule of it. By Proposition 3.2 the differen-
tial operators ∇i then generate from that submodule all of M !w+w ′ (ρ⊗ρ′). In
that way, bijective exponents and fundamental matrices for tensor products (and
their submodules) can be obtained.
The easiest and most important products involve the six one-dimensional Γ -
representations υ2i . Here we can be much more explicit. Equivalently, we can
describe the effect of changing the weights by even integers but keeping the same
representation. For simplicity we restrict to even integer weights.
Proposition 4.1. Let (ρ,0) be admissible and T diagonal. Fix a bijective Λ, with
correspondingΞ(τ). Then for i =2,3,4,5 respectively, the columns for a fundamen-
talmatrix for (ρ,2i ) can be obtained as a linear combination overC of the columns
of, respectively,:
(2) E4Ξ=qΛ(1d + · · ·) andD2Ξ−E4ΞΛ(Λ− 16 )=qΛ(1728A3(A3−
1
3
)q+ · · ·) ;
(3) E6Ξ=qΛ(1d + · · ·) and E4DΞ−E6ΞΛ=qΛ(1728A2q+ · · ·) ;
(4) E 24Ξ=q
Λ(1d + · · ·) and E6DΞ−E 24ΞΛ=qΛ(1728A3q+ · · ·) ;
(5) E4E6Ξ, E4 (E4DΞ−E6ΞΛ)=qΛ(1728A2q+ · · ·), and E6

D2Ξ−E4ΞΛ(Λ− 16 )

=
qΛ(1728A3(A3− 13 )q+ · · ·) .
Proof.Letαi =αi (ρ,w )andβj =βj (ρ,w ), andwriteΛ(i ) for some to-be-determined
bijective exponent at weight w +2i . Then TrΛ(i )−TrΛ can be read off from (30).
Consider first the case i = 5. Theorem 3.3(c) saysA3(A3− 13 ) has rank β2, while
A2 has rank α1. The column spaces of the second and third matrices given
above for i = 5 have trivial intersection, since any X(τ) in their intersection is a
vvmf for (ρ,w +2) which would be divisible by E4(τ)2E6(τ). This would mean
E14(τ)−1∆(τ)X(τ)∈M !w (ρ) would lie in the kernel of PΛ, so by bijectivity X(τ)
must be 0. The desired generators will be linear combinations of α1 columns of
the second matrix with β1 of the third and d −β1−α1 of the first. These would
define amatrix Ξ(5)(τ)whose Λ(5) has the correct trace, and therefore it must be a
fundamental matrix (since its principal part mapPΛ(5) is manifestly surjective).
The other cases listed are easier. ⊓⊔
In all these cases 2≤ i ≤6, Proposition 4.1 finds a bijective exponent Λ(i ) such
that Λ(i )−Λ consists of 0’s and 1’s (for i =6, Λ(6)=Λ+1d always works).
The case i =1 is slightly more subtle. Note that a fundamental matrix for w +
2i +12j is ∆(τ)j times that for w +2i . So one way to do i =1 is to first find i =4,
then find the i =3 fromw+8, then divide by∆(τ). Here is amore direct approach:
almost always, the columns of the fundamental matrix for i = 1 is a linear com-
bination over C of the columns ofM1(τ) :=DΞ,M2(τ) := E
2
4 (E4DΞ−E6ΞΛ)/∆=
qΛ(1728A2+ · · ·), andM3(τ) :=(E 26DΞ−E 24E6ΞΛ)/∆=qΛ(−1728A3+ · · ·). Indeed,
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take any v ∈Null(A2− 12 )∩Null

(A3− 13 )(A3−
2
3
)

. That intersection has dimen-
sion at least α1−β0, because Null(A2− 12 ) has dimension α1 andNull(A3−
i
3
) has
dimension βi . ThenM2v =qΛ(v /2+ · · ·) andM3v =qΛ(j v /3+ · · ·)where j =1 or 2,
so 2jM2(τ)v −3M3(τ)v ∈q (Λ+1d )Cd [[q ]]. Generically, this gives α1−β0 linearly
independent vvmf, which together with d −α1+β0 columns of M1(τ) will give
the columns of the i =1 fundamental matrix. This method doesn’t work for all ρ
however, e.g. it fails for ρ=1.
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